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4.1

Is the settlement hierarchy set out in the Plan justified and based on
up-to-date evidence?

4.1.1

The hierarchy derives from a study (OTH1) published in 2010. The purpose of the study was
to set out the settlement hierarchy as an evidence base to help understand the nature of the
district and its settlements.

4.1.2

The hierarchy appears in the Plan as contextual information only. The development strategy
and the policies in the submitted Plan do not actually relate to or refer to the hierarchy. For
this reason, and recognising that the hierarchy could change through future updates to the
study, the Council has already proposed to remove the settlement hierarchy section from the
Plan – see Proposed Modifications Numbers 4 and 5. The study will be reviewed through the
Development Management DPD (to inform a review of settlement policy boundaries - see
Q4.6).

4.2

Is Policy SD1 justified and consistent with national policy, namely
Paragraph 14 of the NPPF, 2012?

4.2.1

Policy SD1 is fully consistent with the NPPF and justified in that it sets out the most appropriate
strategy for the overall approach to sustainable development in line with national policy.

4.2.2

Paragraph 14 of the NPPF sets out the principles for the presumption in favour of sustainable
development. These principles are reflected within Policy SD1. This Policy is also consistent
with paragraph 154 of the NPPF which identifies the need to provide a clear indication of how
a decision maker should react to a development proposal.

4.2.3

Footnote 9 to paragraph 14 of the NPPF identifies some examples where development may
be restricted in line with policies in the NPPF. About two thirds of Hart is affected by the need
to ensure that development has no likely significant effect on the Thames Basin Heaths Special
Protection Area (TBHSPA), a site protected under the Birds and Habitats Directives and
specifically referenced as an example under Footnote 9 referred to above. Paragraph 119 of
the NPPF identifies that the presumption does not apply to development requiring appropriate
assessment (again affecting the two thirds of Hart impacted by the TBHSPA). Policy SD1
reflects this local issue within the first paragraph and Criterion a of Policy SD1 whilst
maintaining an overall positive approach to sustainable development.

4.2.4

Policy SD1 is therefore considered to be justified and consistent with national policy.

4.3

Is the proposed distribution of housing set out in Policy SS1
supported by the Sustainability Appraisal, and will it lead to the most
sustainable pattern of housing growth?

4.3.1

The reasonable spatial strategy alternatives that have been a focus of SA work, over the course
of plan preparation, have varied in respect of both housing quantum and distribution.
Furthermore, the distribution of housing was naturally a focus of the “appraisal of the plan as
a whole” presented within Part 2 of the Interim SA Report and the SA Report.

4.3.2

All appraisal work has highlighted the emerging spatial strategy as being associated with ‘pros
and cons’, in respect of sustainability objectives, both when viewed in isolation and relative to
alternatives. The Council has taken timely account of all appraisal findings, and appraisal
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findings have also been made available for consultation. It follows that the proposed
distribution of housing set out in Policy SS1 is supported by the Sustainability Appraisal.

4.4

Does the Plan unreasonably restrict new development in rural areas?
How will the housing needs of rural communities be met?

4.4.1

The NPPF sets out guidance for development in rural areas and its approach restricts various
types of development. Paragraph 17 seeks to “take account of the different roles and character
of different areas … recognising the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside and
supporting thriving communities within it.” It also supports “sustainable economic
development to deliver the homes, business and industrial units, infrastructure and thriving
local places”.

4.4.2

Para 54 seeks “housing development to reflect local needs, particularly for affordable housing
including through rural exception sites where appropriate. Local planning authorities should
... consider whether allowing some market housing would facilitate the provision of significant
additional affordable housing to meet local needs.”

4.4.3

Para 55 continues “To promote sustainable development in rural areas, housing should be
located where it will enhance or maintain the vitality of rural communities ...Local planning
authorities should avoid new isolated homes in the countryside unless there are special
circumstances such as:
•

The essential need for a rural worker to live permanently at or near their place of work
in the countryside

•

Where such development would represent the optimal viable use of a heritage asset or
would be appropriate enabling development to secure the future of heritage assets

•

Where the development would re-use redundant or disused buildings and lead to an
enhancement to the immediate setting

•

The exceptional quality or innovative nature of the design of the dwelling.”

4.4.4

Paragraph 70 encourages other facilities supporting thriving rural communities by seeking the
“provision of community facilities (such as local shops, meeting places, sports venues, cultural
buildings, public houses and places of worship and other local services).”

4.4.5

Planning practice guidance acknowledges that all settlements can play a role in delivering
sustainable development in rural areas – and blanket policies restricting housing development
in some settlements should be generally avoided. Neighbourhood plans can allocate additional
housing sites where supported by evidence.

4.4.6

The Council believes the policies in the draft Local Plan (CD1) reflect this guidance and are
consistent with it. The approach to development in the rural area is set out in a number of
policies dealing with housing, employment and community facilities in this area. These are
shown below.

4.4.7

Policy H3 encourages affordable housing to meet local needs on suitable sites outside
settlement boundaries. Such schemes are intended to be small in scale to meet local needs.
However, flexibility is provided in the policy allowing for an element of market housing to
support the development of market housing and to incentivise its delivery. This is a key change
from previous policy. The Council’s approach has successfully delivered 88 housing units
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throughout the rural area including both rented and shared ownership properties through
different housing associations. Sites are located at Crondall, Crookham village, Eversley,
Heckfield, Long Sutton, Rotherwick and South Warnborough (July 2018). The detail of the
developments at these sites are listed in Appendix 1.
4.4.8

Policy H4 encourages proposals for specialist and supported housing accommodation in
sustainable locations both inside and outside settlement boundaries.

4.4.9

Policy ED3 sets out where proposals for economic development in the rural area will be
supported. This focuses on changing the use or conversion or replacement of existing
buildings. Where a new small-scale building or extension is justified, the policy seeks new
buildings to be located in or on the edge of an existing settlement to support thriving
communities. There may be cases where a qualitative employment floorspace need is identified
and this policy allows for expansion of floorspace in conjunction with Policy NBE1.

4.4.10 Policy NBE1 provides guidance on housing in the countryside and includes rural worker
housing, rural exception sites, specialist housing, replacement dwellings, converting and
replacing existing buildings and development on suitable previously developed land.
4.4.11 Policy I5 encourages community facilities including in rural settlements.
4.4.12 The Council seeks to make clear through the local plan policies what range of development is
encouraged within the rural area which is consistent with the characteristics of a rural area.
The approach to housing is not considered to be restrictive but to provide opportunities to
meet local needs as advocated in para 55 of the NPPF. Opportunities for housing development
are provided for through rural exception sites, specialist housing and through the re-use of
previously developed land, together with rural workers housing and the conversion, re-use
and replacement of existing buildings. The Council considers that this provides opportunities
to meet local needs and is consistent with the NPPF.

4.5

Are the identified settlement boundaries in each case justified?

4.5.1

The current settlement policy boundaries were established in 1996 through the Hart District
Local Plan (Replacement) 1996-2006, through policies RUR1 and URB1. Both of these are
saved policies that will remain saved upon adoption of the Strategy and Sites 2016-2032 (see
Appendix 6 of the submission plan). The boundaries therefore remain on the Policies Map
until superseded by a new DPD.

4.5.2

A full-scale review of the settlement boundaries will be conducted through the Development
Management DPD (see Q4.6).

4.5.3

In the meantime, it is proposed to update the boundaries through the Local Plan Strategy and
Sites in respect of major developments (10 dwellings or more) adjoining settlements
(completions and outstanding permissions), Odiham Neighbourhood Plan sites, and the site
allocation at Hartland Village (SS2). This will factually update the boundaries, at least in respect
of the more obvious developments that clearly no longer fall within countryside.

4.5.4

A paper entitled Settlement Policy Boundary Review is attached which sets out the
methodology used (See OTH19). This was prepared in early 2017 so more recent planning
permissions are not shown, though all are shown in CD2 Proposed Changes to the Policies
Map.
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4.5.5

All the proposed changes to the existing settlement boundaries are listed at page 10 of the
Proposed Changes to the Adopted Policies Map (CD2). The new boundary at Hartland Village
is on page 17 of the same document.

4.6

Paragraph 103 of the Plan states that settlement boundaries will be
reviewed through a future Development Plan Document. Is this
justified?

4.6.1

The reason for deferring a review of settlement boundaries to a subsequent DPD was to
enable the Council to focus on the key strategic issues with minimum delay. The delineation
of settlement boundaries has the potential to generate significant objections which would
inevitably detract from progress on the key strategic issues, particularly the need to
accommodate significant future housing growth.

4.6.2

The Council has long been keen to get a new Local Plan in place as soon as possible to ensure
matters of significant housing growth can be managed in a plan-led way. Thus the Local Plan
was always intended to comprise a Strategy (with housing sites), followed by a DPD in which
many detailed matters and policies would be addressed, including a review of settlement
boundaries.

4.6.3

There is precedent for this approach. Basingstoke & Deane took the same approach for the
same reasons when preparing the B&D Local Plan 2011-2029 (since found sound and adopted
May 2016). Policy SS1 (final paragraph) in that Plan states “Settlement Policy Boundaries
will be reviewed through a future Development Plan Document”. Paragraph 4.40
states “A future review of Settlement Policy Boundaries will be undertaken as part of a subsequent
Development Plan Document which will facilitate the provision of small scale housing in appropriate
locations.”

4.6.4

Deferring the review of settlement boundaries is also justified by the Council having a
substantial supply of housing land that benefits from planning permission and which can be
developed without delay. This lessens the urgency of redrawing settlement boundaries, which
serve to help clarify where housing may be developed.

Hartland Village
4.7

Are the criteria set out within Policy SS2 justified?

4.7.1

A hybrid planning application for the redevelopment of the Hartland Village site to provide up
to 1,500 dwellings with associated services and infrastructure (17/00471/OUT) was approved
by the Council in July 2018. The Council is currently determining an application to discharge
a number of the conditions attached to both the full and outline elements of the hybrid planning
application. The developer started on site (remediation works) in September. It is therefore
highly likely that application 17/00471/OUT will be built out. The majority of the Reserved
Matters applications are likely to be determined under the draft Local Plan and therefore it is
appropriate that the draft Local Plan provides specific policy guidance in this respect. It is also
accepted that the developer may choose to modify the consent and again any modification
would be determined under the draft Local Plan.

4.7.2

The justification for each of the criteria in draft policy SS2, the majority tested in application
17/00471/OUT, can be summarised as follows:
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Criteria in
draft policy
SS2
a

Justification for the criteria

b

The criterion clearly sets out the key retail and community
infrastructure requirements for the new settlement at Hartland Village,
which contribute towards providing a sustainable community with the
facilities needed to achieve a reasonable level of self-containment.

c

The criterion clearly sets out the key education requirements for the
new settlement at Hartland Village, which contribute towards providing
a sustainable community with the facilities needed to achieve a
reasonable level of self-containment. In the case of the secondary school,
the requested contributions ensure that the development suitably
mitigates the additional pressures created by the development on
existing school infrastructure.

d

The criterion clearly sets out the key health requirements for the new
settlement at Hartland Village, to ensure that the development suitably
mitigates the additional pressures created by the development on
existing local health facilities.

e

The criterion clearly sets out the key play and green infrastructure
requirements for the new settlement at Hartland Village, which
contribute towards providing a sustainable community with the facilities
needed to achieve a reasonable level of self-containment.

f

The criterion establishes the principle that as the site is located with the
strategic gap between Farnborough and Fleet, any development must be
well designed (built form and soft landscaping) to ensure that there are
minimal adverse effects on overall strategic gap landscape designation.

g

Given the existing security fencing around the site, it is necessary to
ensure that any redevelopment provides suitable boundary treatment to
complement the surrounding semi-rural environment.

h

The criterion establishes the principle that as part of the site lies within
the 400m zone of influence (set as a linear distance) from the Thames
Basin Heaths Special Protection Area (TBHSPA), in accordance with
advice from Natural England, no new housing will be permitted.

i

The criterion establishes the principle that as the site lies within the 5km
zone of influence (set as a linear distance) from the TBHSPA, in
accordance with advice from Natural England, the development will be
expected to provide measures to avoid and mitigate any associated
impacts.

The criterion is needed in the policy to establish the scale of
development being sought in order to ensure that an appropriate
amount of housing (including affordable housing) to meet future housing
needs is provided without causing any unacceptable impact on the
surrounding area and infrastructure (after mitigation). Given the
rigorous review of the evidence and subsequent approval of application
17/00471/OUT, the Council is confident that the supporting evidence
base justifies the level of market and affordable housing.
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j

The criterion establishes the principle that as the site lies within close
proximity of two Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and Sites of
Importance for Nature Conservation (SINC), in accordance with advice
from Natural England, the development will be expected to provide
measures to avoid and mitigate any associated impacts.

k

The criterion clearly sets out the key transport requirements for the
new settlement at Hartland Village, to ensure that the development
suitably mitigates the additional pressures created by the development
on the existing local highway network, footpaths and cycleways.

l

Given the size of the site, any development proposals need to be
informed by an up-to-date Flood Risk Assessment (FRA). The FRA will
also need to consider existing surface water run-off, which currently
contributes to flooding in Rushmoor Borough. The use of Sustainable
Drainage Systems (SuDS) will therefore be critical.

m

Given identified existing capacity issues at the local Waste Water
Treatment Works, any development proposal will need provide suitable
mitigation to ensure that there are no adverse effects on water quality.

n

The criterion establishes the principle that as the site lies within close
proximity to MOD training areas, any development proposals need to
be informed by an up-to-date noise assessment to ensure that the levels
of amenity for future residents are acceptable.

4.7.3

Taking into consideration the above evidence, it is concluded that the criteria provided in draft
policy SS2 is fully justified.

4.8

Can the site be delivered as proposed, without causing unacceptable
impacts on the surrounding area and infrastructure?

4.8.1

Draft policy SS2 aligns with the recent planning approval for the redevelopment of Hartland
Village (17/00471/OUT). The planning application critically and rigorously reviewed the
potential impacts of the proposed dwellings (maximum 1,500) on the surrounding area
(including nearby SPA and SSSI) as well as impact on existing infrastructure and concluded that
with the proposed mitigation there would be no unacceptable impacts.

4.8.2

The Planning Committee Report of the 24th August 2018 stated on page 44:
“The scale of development will inevitably harm the openness of the Strategic Gap at
this point but this must be balanced against the site's past industrial heritage and the
far greater scale of warehouse and distribution development that was allowed in 2009.
Within the site there will be some loss of protected trees but this can be mitigated by
comprehensive planting as shown on the site master plan. There will also be pressure
of sensitive ecological interest beyond the site but appropriate mitigation can be put in
place.”
Whilst the Planning Committee Report of the 13th December 2018 concluded on page 31:
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“Extensive discussions and modelling works have been undertaken between Hampshire
County Council (the local Highway Authority) and the applicant to demonstrate that
the proposals can mitigate its impact upon the local highway network. On the basis of
an agreed package of new works/contributions totalling £7.17m Hampshire County
Council has confirmed that the development would be appropriately mitigated and
therefore it withdraws its holding objection and fully supports the scheme and
recommends approval of the development.”
(All associated Committee Reports are attached at Appendix 2).
4.8.3

Given the rigorous review of the evidence and subsequent approval of application
17/00471/OUT, the Council can be confident that the supporting evidence base and proposed
mitigation has been tested to the highest level available to the Council.

4.9

Does the recent planning permission for the site make provision for
accommodation for older persons and self/custom build homes?

4.9.1

The approved hybrid consent (17/00471/OUT) does not make any provision for specialist C2
accommodation for older persons. It is anticipated that other types of accommodation for
older persons which fall within C3, such as accessible housing, will be provided across the
development and will be considered at each Reserved Matter stage in line with draft policy
SS2 and H1. If the developer chooses to deviate from the hybrid consent, there will be an
opportunity for the Council to request accommodation for older persons (C2 and/or C3) in
any future application in accordance with draft policy SS2 and H1.

4.9.2

The approved hybrid consent (17/00471/OUT) does not make any provision for self/custom
build homes. Given that the hybrid consent does not specifically condition self/custom build
homes, it is unlikely the Council will be able to request their provision in the subsequent
Reserved Matters applications. If however the developer chooses to deviate from the hybrid
consent, there will be an opportunity for the Council to request self/custom build homes in
any future application in accordance with H1.

4.9.3

The developer, St. Edward Homes, is supportive of SS2 (subject to the amendments proposed
by the Council – FPM 21, 22 and 23) (see SoCG 5).

Murrell Green/ Winchfield
4.10 Is there a need for a new settlement at Murrell Green/Winchfield
within the Plan period?
4.10.1 A new settlement has been identified as the Council’s preferred approach to meeting housing
need in the medium to long term. This approach reflects the outcomes from public
consultation undertaken in 2014 and 2016 (OTH8 and OTH4), the conclusions of the Interim
SA (OTH11a) which established a new settlement as a reasonable strategy alternative, and the
SA process (CD5a and CD5c), which established a new settlement at Murrell
Green/Winchfield as the best performing option for growth. This approach is consistent with
NPPF paragraph 52, which identifies that the supply of new homes can sometimes be best
achieved through planning for larger scale development such as new settlements.
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4.10.2 The proposed strategy to identify an Area of Search for a new settlement provides flexibility
in the plan to meet any increase in housing need during the Plan Period consequent upon new
household projections, standard methodology, affordability ratio or unmet housing needs
within or beyond the HMA. The new settlement will also contribute to meeting the district’s
housing needs beyond the end of the Plan period. That accords with the imperative of NPPF
paragraph 157, which requires the Council to “take account of longer term requirements”.
4.10.3 By the time the Plan is due to be reviewed, up to five years after adoption, the evidence will
have moved on and there is likely to be a need to accommodate additional homes and
supporting infrastructure after 2024. The plan must be positively prepared and promote
economic growth. In that context, research papers by Hourigan Connolly and Nathaniel
Lichfield1 indicate there is likely to be a lead in time of at least 5 years for large-scale
development. Thus, if the new settlement is to meet needs (at least in part) after 2024, it is
necessary to start the planning process now. Policy SS3 facilitates this by requiring the
preparation of a DPD as the delivery vehicle for the project.
4.10.4 The Statement of Common Ground between the Council and the site promoters (SCG 4)
acknowledges that including the Area of Search in the Local Plan will give the opportunity to
stabilise housing delivery around the middle of the Plan period (CD1) as the first completions
are likely to be achieved around this time. However, if the designation of the Area of Search
were deferred until a full local plan review, that would forego certainty about the principle of
the new settlement being the most appropriate mechanism to meet a significant portion of
longer-term need. It would also forgo establishing clarity now on the broad location, scale and
timing of development, which would inhibit the effective planning for infrastructure. The
consequence would be to limit the potential to boost housing supply as the housing trajectory
begins to tail off from the mid plan period. Thus, confirming the principle of development
through the Area of Search in the Plan, provides the certainty needed to bring the
development forward in the proposed timescale.
4.10.5 To clarify the timing of the process for developing the new settlement the Council proposes
to amend Policy SS3 (FPM 25 and FPM 28) and paragraph 144 (FPM24) as follows:

Policy SS3
Delete criteria (b) (FPM 25):
b) The potential to deliver new homes from the middle of the Plan period
Amend penultimate paragraph (FPM 28):
“The detailed framework setting the nature, form and boundary of the new
community, and the timing and phasing of delivery, will be set out in a future
Development Plan Document and Supplementary Planning Documents where
required.”
Paragraph 144
Add additional line to paragraph 144 (FPM 24):

1

Hourigan Connolly’s “A Report into the Delivery of Urban Extensions” (2014); Nathaniel Lichfield’s
“Start to Finish” (2016)
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“Policy SS3 below sets out a clear commitment to plan for the new settlement within
this area of search through a separate development plan document (DPD). This will
provide the opportunity for community and stakeholder engagement as part of the
process. The DPD, together with a masterplan developed by the key parties, will set
out how a new settlement should take shape, including precise settlement
boundaries and any designated ‘Gaps’ between settlements. We anticipate new
homes and infrastructure being built from around 2024/25 the middle of the Plan
period, although the timing and phasing of delivery will be fully explored through
the DPD.”
4.10.6 The draft Local Plan (CD1) therefore provides a long-term vision for achieving future
sustainable development through policies SS1 and SS3, recognising that further housing
demand (and associated infrastructure) will occur beyond the Plan period. The Council
believes that establishing an Area of Search allows the certainty which will enable work to
commence on producing more detailed work through a New Settlement DPD and framework
plan and is consistent with national planning policy to boost significantly the supply of housing
(para 47).

4.11 The Housing Topic paper suggests that houses could be delivered by
2024 a six year period from now. Is such a long lead in time therefore
required, as suggested by the Council?
4.11.1 The Council’s aspiration is to begin to implement the new settlement by around the middle
of the plan period. To plan a new settlement is a major undertaking and having regard to the
need for extensive stakeholder engagement and more detailed technical evidence to ensure
a robust and appropriate planning framework, the Council’s preferred method is to produce
a specific DPD for the new settlement with focused and detailed policies. It is envisaged that
planning applications will be submitted as soon as the DPD is adopted, utilising much of the
evidence base which supports the DPD. This approach allows the local community and
stakeholders to have much more involvement in the planning and design of the new settlement
from the beginning, rather than leaving much of the detail to the planning application stage.
Debate and decision making dominates the DPD process, rather than at the planning
application stage. Planning a new settlement is a major undertaking and this is reflected in the
timeline for preparing the New Settlement DPD and the agreed timing of the delivery of the
first housing units (See CD8 and SCG4). The lead-in time suggested by the Council therefore
reflects a realistic estimate, rather than a pessimistic one.
4.11.2 The Statement of Common Ground (SCG4) demonstrates that the main parties agree a new
settlement should be able to contribute to the housing supply during the middle of the Plan
period. To this end, the overall timeline identified by the Council shown in Table 9 of the
Housing Topic Paper (TOP 1) establishes a realistic period for the New Settlement DPD to
be produced, planning applications to be made and the first delivery of new homes on site by
2024.
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4.12 Is there sufficient evidence to suggest that a new settlement can be
delivered in Murrell Green/Winchfield, without causing significant
impacts to the surrounding area and infrastructure?
4.12.1 The Murrell Green/Winchfield Area of Search is considered within the Sustainability Appraisal
(SA) (CD5c). The SA concludes that the Area of Search scores higher in the greatest number
of sustainability objectives demonstrating the strength of the proposal when compared to the
other reasonable alternatives for growth. The potential impacts of a new settlement within
the Area of Search in relation to the sustainability appraisal objectives are summarised in
Appendix 3.
4.12.2 In addition to SA work, technical studies have been undertaken over the last four years, to
assess the impacts of large-scale mixed use development on land within the Area of Search.
The findings from these initial studies have given the Council confidence that the new
settlement has scope to be developed, without significant impacts on the surrounding area or
infrastructure, subject to suitable mitigation. The studies undertaken include transport, flood
risk, drainage and integrated water, ecological, arboriculture, heritage, archaeological, air
quality, landscape and visual impact, noise, sustainability, infrastructure (including education)
and utilities and are listed in Appendix 4.
4.12.3 The technical work has been undertaken or commissioned on behalf of Gallagher Estates &
Barratt Homes and Lightwood Land and forms an initial evidence base. On the basis of that
evidence, the Council and the promoter are satisfied that the need for key infrastructure
(having regard to the demand placed by the scheme on existing infrastructure) is unlikely to
be a significant constraint on development: any adverse impacts can be adequately mitigated
(SCG4). Further work will be undertaken to update and supplement the existing evidence
through the production of the New Settlement DPD.
4.12.4 It is also worth noting that in response to the Regulation 19 consultation, no key statutory
consultees (including Historic England and Natural England) objected to policy SS3. They either
expressed support for the principle of the new settlement, or raised no objections (See
Appendix 7 of TOP1).
4.12.5 To clarify that permission will only be granted where impacts of development are satisfactorily
mitigated, the Council propose a further modification (FPM24a) to Policy SS3:“Permission will be granted for the development of a new settlement to be identified
from the area of search identified on the Policies Map following the adoption of a
New Settlement Development Plan Document and agreed comprehensive
masterplan, where it has been demonstrated that the impacts of development,
including highway impacts, can be satisfactorily mitigated.”

4.13 The Council suggest that the new settlement is needed to deliver a
much needed secondary school. However, given that 90% of the
proposed supply has already been granted planning permission, is this
the case?
4.13.1 The demand for secondary school places has increased significantly in Hart District in recent
years and this growth in demand can be attributed to a number of factors including birth rates
and housing growth. Fleet/Crookham is served by two secondary schools; Courtmoor School,
which is at capacity and Calthorpe Park. Hook/Odiham is served by Robert Mays Secondary
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school which is also at capacity. To meet this recent growth in demand 370 secondary places
have been added to Calthorpe Park since 2011.
4.13.2 Based on current forecasts a further 300 places, subject to planning permission, are planned
for Calthorpe Park from 2021. The expansion at Calthorpe Park has put considerable
pressure on education facilities on site and the local highway infrastructure.
4.13.3 The first wave of secondary age children typically arrives approximately 7-10 years after a new
development has started therefore the pressure on the secondary schools in Fleet/Crookham
and Hook/Odiham, from developments with planning permission, is still being managed. School
forecast data indicates that the demand for secondary school places in Fleet will exceed
reasonable capacity from 2024 onwards based on current buildout rates and assumptions on
the resulting number of secondary age children.
4.13.4 Based on an expansion of Calthorpe Park in 2021 and/or further expansions of Robert May’s
School and/or Calthorpe Park School there could be sufficient capacity to deal with growth
from the current committed housing. As such, expansion of both are options to HCC for
meeting the forecast demand from both committed growth and the remainder of the Local
Plan growth.
4.13.5 The expansion of either school will require their site area to be enlarged. Consequently,
additional land for this purpose has been identified and in order to ensure these options are
deliverable the required land is safeguarded in the draft Local Plan by policy I8.
4.13.6 To clarify, whilst a new settlement will help to deliver a new secondary school it is not the
case that it is needed to meet current forecast demand for secondary places. However, the
provision of a new school as part of the new settlement represents an alternative option for
meeting future demand.

4.14 Is the Area of Search in terms of its boundary justified?
4.14.1 The Area of Search identifies the broad area within which the New Settlement DPD will focus
more detailed work to determine the specific characteristics of the new settlement. As such,
there is no precise boundary; rather the area is deliberately shown as dotted and referred to
as indicative on the key diagram and policies map. The Council defined the area based upon
the land being promoted by the two developers (Gallagher Estates & Barratt Homes and
Lightwood Land) as well as other sites promoted by landowners in the SHLAA.
4.14.2 The Area of Search defines the broad area within which development will take place, but not
the specific location for development. The Area of Search is therefore seen as a starting point
for the next stage of work. Defining a broad search area has the advantage of providing greater
clarity regarding the potential extent of development rather than using alternative ways to
identify a broad search area such as with an asterisk or other symbol. The Council believes
the Area of Search is the right approach based upon current land being promoted and to
provide clarity for surrounding communities.

4.15 Are the criteria set out within Policy SS3 justified?
4.15.1 Draft policy SS3 seeks to provide a strategic framework to guide the development of more
detailed policies within a separate New Settlement Development Plan Document. The SA
report (CD5c) assesses eight long-term development options against sustainability objectives
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contained in the SA Scoping Report (OTH10a) – accessibility, biodiversity, climate change
mitigation, communities, employment, flood risk, housing, historic environment, land and
resources, landscape, transport and water. The high-level principles set out in Policy SS3 reflect
the SA sustainability objectives and form the basis for more detailed policies to be developed
through the New Settlement DPD and framework plan process. At this early stage, the policy
principles are important to establish the sustainability objectives which will be built into
developing the new settlement and enshrining other key principles, such as community
engagement. The Council consider that the criteria are therefore important for both the
framework plan and policy development to make clear what principles the new settlement is
expected to incorporate.
4.15.2 Whilst policy principles could alternatively be included at a later stage in the New Settlement
DPD policies, the Council considers that including these in Policy SS3 will provide a set of
agreed principles to inform the New Settlement DPD and framework plan. The Statement of
Common ground (SCG4) agrees the approach of referencing high level non site-specific
principles for a new settlement, with detailed matters to be covered in a subsequent DPD. All
the criteria which are based on the SA objectives are therefore considered justified by the
Council.
Policy Principles
a) sets out the ambition for the new settlement to be a sufficient scale to meet long term
housing needs but will need to be of a size that justifies the provision of a secondary school as
well as other infrastructure and community facilities. The criterion is needed in the policy to
give guidance on the scale of development being sought to meet future housing and other
needs, without being prescriptive on the number of houses ahead of the New Settlement
DPD.
b) is subject to a modification by the Council (FPM 25), recommending its removal and
confirmation provided elsewhere in the policy that timing and phasing will be considered in
the New Settlement DPD.
c) establishes the principle that the scheme should be planned comprehensively at the outset.
A masterplanning process will establish the layout of the key elements of the scheme, including
community infrastructure. The surrounding communities will play an important role in helping
to shape the new community and it is the intention to involve key stakeholders and the local
community in this development process.
d) reflects objective 4 in the SA framework (CD5a) and seeks to achieve a balanced community
which interrelates with the other settlements around the new settlement. It highlights the
importance of achieving a sustainable settlement for all sections of the population.
e) sets out the need for the new settlement to be forward looking, taking account of the latest
innovations to help achieve a long enduring development that meets sustainability objectives.
It recognises the need to improve sustainability and to adapt current approaches to meet the
new challenges associated with climate change adaptation.
f) sets out the mix of housing types that are expected to be provided in the new settlement.
The mix reflects policies in the Local Plan (CD1) and includes provision for the elderly and
self-build as well as affordable housing. This criterion pulls together housing provision required
by other policies in the Local Plan to provide clarity on the overall housing expectation at the
new settlement.
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g) establishes the principle that as the Area of Search lies within the 5km zone of influence,
(set as linear distance) from the Thames Basin Heaths Special Protection Area (TBHSPA), in
accordance with advice from Natural England, the development will be expected to provide
measures to avoid and mitigate any impacts on the TBHSPA. This is a constraint on
development within the part of the Area of Search lying within the zone of influence set within
400m and 5km linear distance from the TBHSPA boundary.
h) clearly sets out the key community infrastructure requirements for the new settlement.
These are key elements identified to provide a sustainable community with the facilities needed
to achieve a reasonable level of self-sufficiency. These elements will be further developed in
the New Settlement DPD and framework plan process.
i) seeks an appropriate location for a new secondary school and establishes that key factors in
finding the location, how it relates to catchments and access to it by all sections of the
community.
j). The Area of Search (AoS) is surrounded by existing settlements each with their own
character, heritage and identity. It is not intended that the whole AoS is developed but that
it sets out an area for further testing in the New Settlement DPD process. Representations
on the Submitted Plan (CD1) show a high level of concern from communities surrounding the
New Settlement AoS and the possible impact on the existing settlements including loss of
separation and individuality. Criteria j) identifies this issue as key to address in the New
Settlement DPD and framework plan process.
k). Work undertaken so far within the AoS indicates that there are areas of importance for
biodiversity across the site and opportunities for its enhancement. Policy NBE5 Biodiversity
identifies the Council’s overall approach to biodiversity issues. Biodiversity is therefore
included in the policy principles to highlight this as a key issue to address in the preparation of
the New Settlement DPD and framework plan process.
l) sets out the importance of measures to address transport issues arising from the
development of a major new development and how it links to the surrounding area and
facilities. It provides a starting point to explore these issues in further detail in the New
Settlement DPD process.
m). There are areas of higher levels of flood risk within the AoS and further work will need
to be undertaken during the New Settlement DPD to address flood and drainage issues for
the development and to refine the AoS boundary.
4.15.3 In response to the representations received, the Council proposes to add clarification to
paragraphs 154 and 161 regarding mitigation of potential impacts and provide additional
information for developing the New Settlement DPD policies on transport (FPM 29),
landscape (FPM30), the National Grid (FPM31) and settlement gaps (FPM32). These are shown
below respectively:Add a new paragraph following paragraph 154 (FPM 29):
“A transport assessment for the DPD will inform the transport strategy for the new
settlement. It will identify impacts arising from the development (including any crossboundary impacts) and will identify suitable mitigation. The transport assessment will
be developed in partnership with Hampshire County Council and Highways England,
in consultation with other key stakeholders including neighbouring authorities.”
Amendment to paragraph 161 (FPM 30):
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“There is potential for adverse landscape and visual impacts arising from the
development. The new settlement must therefore, be designed to avoid or substantially
mitigate these impacts, utilising and enhancing existing landscape features such as
mature trees and woodlands wherever possible. Although a change to the landscape
character is inevitable, the layout and design of the new settlement should provide
attractive through routes that incorporate new green infrastructure and connect the
site to its wider rural environs. Special care must be taken to protect the unique
environment of the Basingstoke Canal. The layout of development should also respect
the landform and reduce the potential for visual impacts from surrounding residential
areas.”
Add sentence at the end of paragraph 161 to read (FPM 31):
“The layout of development should also respect the landform and reduce the potential
for visual impacts from surrounding residential areas. Guidance provided by National
Grid in relation to gas and electricity transmission assets should be referred to when
developing proposals for the new settlement.”
Add a new paragraph to follow paragraph 161 to read (FPM 32):
“Gaps
New Gaps will be designated through the New Settlement DPD to ensure that the new
development does not result in coalescence with existing settlements. The location and
extent of the Gaps will be determined through the DPD (see final paragraph of Policy
NBE2) potentially taking in land both within and outside the Area of Search.”
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Appendix 1 Rural Exception Sites in Hart
Name of Site

Parish

Rented/Size

Lefroys Field

Crondall

5 x 2 bed houses
2x3 bed houses

Knight Close

Crookham Village

6 x2 bed bungalows
4 x 2 bed houses
5 x 3 bed houses

None

VIVID Housing
Association

Westwood Ho

Eversley

2 x1 bed house
5 x2 bed houses
2 x3bed houses

None

Sovereign Housing
Association

Westwood Ho

Eversley
Heckfield

2x3 bed houses
2x2 bed houses
None

English Rural

Chamberlains
Meadows

3 x3 bed houses
3 x2 bed houses
10 x2 bed houses
6 x3 bed houses

Hester’s View

Long Sutton

None

Leaden Vere

Long Sutton

4x2 bed bungalows
1x3 bed bungalows
2 x 2bed bungalows
3 x 2bed houses
1 x 3bed house

VIVID Housing
Association
Sovereign Housing
Association

Street End Close

Rotherwick

2 x1 bed house
2 x2 bed houses
2 x3 bed houses

Noe

Sovereign Housing
Association

Church View

South
Warnborough

1 x 1 bed bungalow
2 x 2 bed houses
3 x 3 bed houses

None

Sovereign Housing
Association

Hawthorn
Cottages

South
Warnborough

2 x3 bed houses
4 x2 bed houses

1 x 2 bed houses
1x3 be houses

Sovereign Housing
Association

Shared
ownership
None

None

Source: Rural Exception Housing in Hart, Hart District Council, July 2018
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Landlord
English Rural

Thames Valley
Housing
Association

Appendix 2 Hartland Village Planning Committee Reports
(17/00471/OUT):
Planning Committee - 24 AUGUST 2017
Planning (Major Sites) Sub-Committee - 8 NOVEMBER 2017
Planning Committee - 13 DECEMBER 2017
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Planning Committee - 24 AUGUST 2017
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PAPER B
PLANNING COMMITTEE
DATE OF MEETING:

24 AUGUST 2017

PLANNING APPLICATION:

17/00471/OUT

ADDRESS:

HARTLAND PARK, BRAMSHOT LANE,
FLEET, GU51 2SF

Report of:

Head of Regulatory Services

PROPOSAL:
Outline planning application with means of access to be determined (all other
matters reserved for subsequent approval), for the demolition of existing
buildings and structures and site clearance, the construction of up to 1,500
dwellings (Use Class C3), a local centre including retail, commercial, community
premises and a primary school (Use Classes A1 to A5, B1, D1 and D2), bin
stores, car and cycle parking, open space, landscaping and ecological habitats
and suitable alternative natural greenspace (SANG), site remediation,
earthworks and ground modelling, drainage works including ponds for surface
water attenuation, relocation of existing electricity sub-station, provision of
utilities infrastructure, and all other ancillary and enabling works
Full planning application for the demolition of existing buildings and structures
and site clearance, the construction of 181 dwellings (Use Class C3) and roads,
including connection to existing roundabout at Ively Road, bin stores, car and
cycle parking, open space, landscaping and ecological habitats, and all other
ancillary and enabling works.
APPLICANT:
1

ST EDWARD HOMES LTD

PURPOSE OF REPORT
To consider the hybrid planning application submitted by St Edward for the
redevelopment of Hartland Park (the former National Gas Turbine Establishment
Pyestock) for up to 1,500 new homes. It is important that Committee expresses a
view at this stage to give some certainty to both Officers and the Applicant so that
discussions on the scheme can reach a final stage in preparation for any decision to
grant planning permission.
The report deals solely with the issues associated with the principle of development
and the scale, mass and quantum of development on the site (i.e. the site in its standalone context) and also recommends that the details of Phase 1 be referred to Major
Sites Sub-Committee for approval (see Recommendation A).
The report does not deal with or make any recommendation about off-site highway
works or the viability testing of the affordable new home provision. Whilst there is
1
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much common ground between the applicant and Hampshire County Council (acting
in its capacity as the local Highway Authority) recent modelling is still being assessed
by the County Council before final sign off. The conclusions for both the highway
modelling and the viability testing will not affect or prejudice the consideration of
Recommendation A. Recommendation B is that these matters and any other
outstanding matters are brought back to Planning Committee for consideration
before any final decision is made to agree this major and very important this
development opportunity.
Whatever the outcome of the assessment of Recommendations A or B, the
application will need to be referred to Full Council irrespective of whether the
application is approved or refused. If Committee is minded to approve the
application it needs to be referred to Council as it would represent a departure from
the Local Plan. Conversely, if Committee is minded to refuse planning permission a
referral to Council is still required if the objection goes to the heart of the
development opportunity given that it is the Council’s policy to promote the site for
residential development.
In the meantime, there are a few issues where final confirmation is outstanding:
a)
b)

c)
d)
2

Confirmation from Thames Water that there is adequate capacity for foul
drainage (this matter however can be dealt with by a Grampian style planning
condition but only if Thames Water request it);
Confirmation that Hampshire County Council as the Local Lead Flood
Authority are happy with drainage approach – there was a minor outstanding
issue relating to clarity of mitigation (subject to confirmation this matter can
be dealt with by planning condition);
Further drawings to show additional informal play area south of school
required (amended drawing required); and
Confirmation of SANG crossing and link at northern end of site (a draft plan
has already been agreed).

OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
A

Planning Committee agrees the principle of development and the
scale, mass and quantum of development on the site and refers the
details of Phase 1 to Major Sites Sub-Committee for detailed
consideration and approval.

B

Subject to the Hampshire County Council withdrawing its holding
highway objection to the development and confirmation of the
outcome of viability issues associated with the testing of affordable
new home provision, the application is brought back to Planning
Committee for final decision on strategic highways issues, viability,
completion of a planning obligation AND any other matters that
may arise (including the outcome of the Major Sites SubCommittee meeting) that have not been previously addressed.

2
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SETTING THE SCENE
The Council has actively pursued the residential redevelopment opportunity of this
site. It is seen as an important source for the delivery of new homes to meet the
Council’s needs up until 2032. It has a provisional allocation in the draft Local Plan
for 1,500 homes.
This does not however mean that unacceptable development should be allowed,
albeit that whatever is to be agreed must be both viable and deliverable. The initial
applicant viability testing suggests that the site cannot achieve the full (40%) affordable
new home provision but this is still subject to testing. The viability of delivering the
site is therefore a very real and sensitive issue as it goes to the heart of deliverability.
Furthermore, whilst not an issue for Planning Committee, if this site does not deliver
the provisional allocation the Council will need, through the Local Plan process, to
make up any shortfall elsewhere within the District.
Whatever the case, it should be acknowledged at the outset that the development, at
whatever reasonable scale, will inevitable have a significant effect upon the openness
of the Strategic Gap. Members will need to weigh up the harm caused to the
purpose of the Gap considering the history of the site, the current planning
permission for warehousing use, and the need to deliver new homes with associated
infrastructure.
In considering this planning application Members are reminded that density of
development is a relatively academic point. Density is not in itself a measure of
acceptable development. It is only a quantitative measure of the intensity with which
land is occupied by either development or population - it serves no other purpose
and it is not a measure of ‘overdevelopment’. The key test is not how dense a
development opportunity may be but whether the development itself demonstrates
an acceptable form of built development?
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LOCATION
The site lies off Bramshot Lane and Ively Road adjacent to the administrative
boundary of Hart and Rushmoor. It is 1.6 miles to the west of Fleet Railway Station
and 2.4 miles to the east of Farnborough Main Railway Station. These stations both
provide access to Basingstoke, Portsmouth, Southampton and the west country
beyond, and London Waterloo to the east.
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THE SITE
The site extends to approximately 55ha and is made up of two main parcels of land.
The main part of the site is 49ha and is known as Pysetock North (western area).
There is an additional 6ha parcel of land to the east, known as The Howf, and
constitutes a former private water treatment plant. 23ha of the site is currently
covered in woodland. The site is surrounded by mature woodland that serves to
conceal it from most publicly accessible viewpoints.
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The site has two private access points; the first from the north from Bramshot Lane.
The second point is from the south from Ively Road, via a new roundabout
constructed in 2014.

Bramshot
SANG

Ancells

Cove
Southwood

Proposed
Kennels
new SANG

Fleet Pond

Southwood
SANG

QinetiQ Cody Business
Park/Farnborough Airport

Fleet

SPA

Basingstoke Canal

Church Crookham

SPA

Figure 1: General Site Location

Fleet Pond

Proposed
Kennels
new SANG
Southwood
SANG

Pysetock North
(western area)
The Howf,

Figure 2 Site identification with access points
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PLANNING HISTORY
The National Gas Turbine Establishment (NGTE Pyestock) was the prime site in the
UK for design and development of gas turbine and jet engines. NGTE spent most of
its lifetime as a testing and development centre, both for experimental developments
and to support commercial engine companies.
In this regard the site has an extensive planning history relating to the previous use of
the site as the NGTE. None of these however, are considered relevant to the
current proposals, other than as a reference point to the scale and bulk of
development which has previously been located on the site.

Photograph 1: NGTE Operational circa 1980s
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Photograph 2: NGTE Operational circa 1980s

Photograph 3: NGTE Operational circa
1970s

Photograph 4: NGTE disused circa 2012

Photograph 5: NGTE disused circa 2012

Photograph 6: NGTE disused circa 2012
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NGTE Pyestock closed in 2000 and was essentially cleared in 2014. There are a
current number of substantial buildings remaining on site – one of which is a wind
tunnel which until recently remained in active use.

Photograph 7: NGTE cleared site circa 2015
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CURRENT PLANNING PERMISSIONS
The site was granted planning permission by the Secretary of State in 2009, to
redevelop the site into a logistics park. The respective permissions were:
Ref: 07/00764/MAJOR: “Outline application for part demolition of existing buildings,
erection of new buildings to use within class B8 (warehousing and distribution) and ancillary
offices, with associated access, parking, groundworks, infrastructure and landscaping”.
Ref: 07/03197/MAJOR: “Erection of new buildings to use within B8 and ancillary offices,
with associated access parking, groundworks, infrastructure and landscaping, following part
demolition of existing buildings”.
These permissions comprise circa 126,000sqm of distribution space in a series of
medium to large scale units suitable for B8 (Storage and Distribution) use. The full
planning permission 07/03197/MAJOR has been implemented and remains valid.
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Layout 1: Logistics Park granted in 2009 overlaid on aerial photograph
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PROPOSAL
This is a Hybrid Planning Application (HPA) where most of the proposals are
considered in Outline with the first phase of development considered in detail as a
Full application. The proposed development seeks permission for up to 1,500 new
homes. It includes community and commercial uses and a two-form entry on site
primary school totaling 1.6 hectares, which would sit centrally on the development.
Suitable Alternative Natural Greenspace (SANG) will be delivered offsite with a
potential small requirement on site. Primary access to the proposed development
would be from two main access points off Bramshot Lane in the north and Ively Road
in the south. Two further access points could be delivered along Bramshot Lane
(within the application site), one providing access to the HOWF parcel.
A primary road would connect the two access points, supplemented by green
avenues and secondary roads to provide access to development plots.
The development is divided into 10 phases. Phase 1 will be set overlooking a lakeside
and feature bridge entrance. Future phases will be set around landscaped linear
parks, a central “village” square and a garden square. The Hybrid planning application
is separated into Phase 1 (Full Planning application) and Phases 2-10 (Outline planning
application).
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The Outline submission can be summarised as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Means of Access (in part) to be determined;
Up to 1,500 new homes;
Local centre including residential, up to 2,655sqm (GEA) of retail, commercial
and /or community floorspace (Use Classes A1 to A5, B1, D1 and D2);
2FE Primary School (Use Class D1) including capacity for expansion to 2.5 FE
provision;
Drainage works including on site balancing ponds (SuDS);
On and off site SANG mitigation;
Landscaping, open space and ecological habitats;
Car and cycle parking;
Demolition of existing buildings, site clearance, earth works, site remediation;
Provision of utilities infrastructure;
Off-site highway works, and;
All other ancillary and enabling works.

Full planning permission is sought for the following:
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Erection of 181 new homes;
Access;
Drainage works (including balancing ponds;
Landscaping, open space and ecological habitats;
Car and cycle parking;
Earthworks, demolition of existing buildings, site remediation;
Provision of utilities; and
All other ancillary and enabling works.

For the avoidance of doubt, the 181 new homes proposed in the first phase of
development form part of the total allocation of up to 1,500 new homes, therefore
the HPA is considering up to a maximum of 1,500 new homes.
The breakdown of how the site can accommodate development and is summarised
below:
Land Use
Residential (up to 1,500 new homes)
Primary School
Road Infrastructure and associated soft and
hard landscaping
Open Space/ Parking Square
Local Centre (Use Class A1, A2, A3, A5, C3,
D1, and/or D2)
Open Space/ Amenity Land
Relocated Primary sub-station
Total
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Area (Ha)
28.27
1.60
11.87
0.31
1.07
11.51
0.41
55.04
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Additional Information submitted
In response to comments made by Officer, statutory consultees and third party
representations, the following additional information has been provided following
submission of the application:
•
•
•
•

•

Design Response Document (June 2017) (Revision C)
Flood Risk Assessment Addendum
Landscape drawings detailing Full Component
Application Drawings detailing Outline Component:
Land Use Parameter Plan
Building Heights Parameter Plan
Density Parameter Plan
Illustrative Site Masterplan
Application Drawings detailing Full Component:
Site Layout
Site Layout
Phase 1 Refuse Strategy Plan
Phase 1 Parking Strategy Plan
Phase 1 Tenure Location Plan
Phase 1 Boundary Treatment Plan
Phase 1 Material Distribution Plan
Street Elevations A-A, B-B, C-C & D-D
Plots 82, 127, 135, 161 Floor Plans and Elevations
Plots 51 & 181 Floor Plans and Elevations
Plots 67 – 69 Floor Plans and Elevations
Plots 79 - 81 Floor Plans and Elevations
Plots 70 – 78 Floor Plans
Plots 70 – 78 Elevations
Plots 36-37, 38-39 Floor Plans and Elevations

Layout 2: Overall site Master Plan
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Layout 3: Indicative layout

Layout 4: Phase 1 (Full Planning Permission)
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PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT
In September 2015 Cabinet agreed to encourage brownfield land redevelopment for
residential purposes, especially where planning permission has been granted for
commercial development but where the market shows little appetite to bring such
development forward. In this regard, it was agreed that planning applications for
residential use/redevelopment should be compliant with Policy URB7 by the
enhancement of residential availability.
The site is located within the boundary of Hart District Council and as such, the
development plan comprises the following documents:
-

Saved Policies of the Hart Local Plan 1996-2006
Policy NRM6: Thames Basins Heath Special Protection Area
Hampshire Minerals and Waste Plan 2013

Saved Policies of the Hart Local Plan 1996-2006
Policy DEV12 of the Local Plan designates part of the site for employment use.
However, the site is no longer required for employment purposes. On this basis, the
following policies are relevant to residential development;
-

-

-

-

Policy GEN1 provides general guidance for all new development within the
District. All development proposals should be in keeping with the local
character by their scale, design, massing, height, prominence, materials, layout
landscaping, sitting and density.
Policy GEN12 seeks to ensure that development proposals are designed
to reduce opportunities for crime and reduce the fear of crime.
Policy ALT GEN13 sets out the Council’s policy on the provision of affordable
new homes.
The Local Plan provides guidance for the protection of European, National
and Local ecological designations at Policy CON1, CON2 and CON3.
Policy CON19 restricts development that would physically or visually
diminish the strategic gap – in which the site is located.
Policy URB12 sets out design guidance for new residential developments
within existing urban areas and allocated sites within the Local Plan. Whilst
the site does not fall within either of these requirements, the design guidance
has been taken into consideration as part of this application.
Policy URB23 establishes the open space requirements for new residential
developments.
Policy T11 explains that development will be permitted only if the design
and layout of public access to buildings, car parks, pedestrian ways and open
spaces make provision for the needs of people with mobility impairments.
Policy T14 seeks to locate development where it is, or could be, served
efficiently by public transport, cycling or walking.
Policy T15 provides guidance on development requirement new or improved
access.
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Draft Hart Local Plan: Strategy and Sites (2017)
Although it carries no statutory weight, the Council has identified the site as
comprising a strategic 1,500-new settlement redevelopment opportunity in the draft
Local Plan. The following draft policies, are relevant to the development proposals:
Draft Policy SS1: Spatial Strategy: Scale and Distribution of Growth explains
that development will be supported where it is consistent with the broad spatial
framework for the District. This includes, amongst other things, sites which are on
previously developed land of those allocated for development. The draft Policy
explains that the Council will look to provide 10,185 new homes over the Plan
period 2011-2032.
Draft Policy MG2: Previously developed land states that the Council will
encourage the effective use of land by reusing land that has been previously
developed (brownfield land), if it is not of high environmental value.
Draft Policy MG3: Housing-led identifies four strategic sites for new homes,
including Hartland Park. The draft Policy explains that development at Hartland
Village must be accompanied by a comprehensive masterplan for the entire strategic
site. This should demonstrate how new development will integrate with and
complement its surroundings in an appropriate manner.
Draft Policy MG6: Gaps between settlements explains that development in Gaps
will only be supported where it would not diminish the physical and/or visual
separation of settlements and it would not compromise the integrity of the Gap.
Draft Policy SC1: Hartland Village allocates the site for a new settlement to
include approximately 1,500 new homes, educational uses, measures to improve
healthcare facilities, a local centre, on-site public open space and measures to avoid
and mitigate any impact upon the Thames Basin Heaths SPA. The draft Policy includes
a schematic development framework to guide development proposals at the site.
Draft Policy I8: Strategic SANG allocates ‘Hartland Village SANG - Land north of
Pyestock, Fleet’ for use as SANG.
South East Plan
Although the South East Palm has been revoked, Policy NRM6: Thames Basin Heaths
Special Protection Area has been retained. The Thames Basin Heaths Special
Protection Area (SPA) is designated under European Directive 79/409/EEC because
of its populations of three heathland species of birds –Dartford Warbler, Nightjar
and Woodlark.
Natural England has identified that net additional housing development (residential
institutions and dwellings) up to 5km from the designated sites is likely to have a
significant effect (alone or in combination with other plans or projects) on the
integrity of the SPA. Initial advice from Natural England is that an exclusion zone of
400 metre linear distance from the SPA is appropriate.
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The focus of Policy NRM6 is on avoidance and mitigation of the effects of residential
development. This does not obviate the need for possible Habitats Regulation
Assessment on other forms of development.
Policy NRM6 sets out the extent of mitigation measures required. Effective mitigation
measures should comprise a combination of providing suitable areas for recreational
use by residents to buffer the SPA and actions on the SPA to manage access and
encourage use of alternative sites.
Hampshire Minerals and Waste Plan 2013
The Hampshire Authorities adopted the Hampshire Minerals and Waste Plan
(HMWP) on 15th October 2013. The HMWP contains planning policy for minerals
and waste development in Hampshire.
Based on the online Proposals Map, the site is outside a defined Safeguarded Site. The
HOWF however, is in an area defined as MWCA Superficial Soft Sand and Gravel – a
designation which extends across large parts of the Plan area.
Other material considerations
In addition to the documents outlined above, the Development Plan is supported by
several additional documents and guidance notes. These are set out in greater detail,
below:
Guidance on affordable homes
The guidance note provides an indicative new homes mix for residential
developments involving the provision of on-site affordable new homes. It is however
noted that the guidance is based on the SHMA 2014, which was updated in
November 2016. As such, the provision of affordable new homes as part of the
proposals has been based on the more recent guidance.
Thames Basin Heaths Interim Avoidance Strategy
In accordance with saved Policy NRM6 of the South East Plan, the Council has
provided additional clarification as to the areas within the District which are affected
by the SPA.
Most of the site falls outside the 400m exclusion zone, (a small area at the southern
entrance is within 400m) but within a defined ‘zone of influence’, which is set 5km
linear distance from the SPA boundary. A small part of the site at the very southern
section lies within the ‘Inner Exclusion Zone’ – albeit no built form is proposed
within this part of the site.
The mitigation measures required by Policy NRM6 will be based on a combination of
access management and the provision of Suitable Accessible Natural Greenspace
(SANG). The applicants propose that much of SANG provision will be provided
through the provision of a new area of SANG at Kennels Lane immediately to the
north-east of the site. This SANG will be delivered in accordance with Policy NRM6
(at a minimum of 8ha/1000 population) and is the subject of a current planning
application reference 17/01506/FUL. A S106 Planning Obligation will be required to
link the SANG provision to the Hartland Park development.
14
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Section 106 Planning Obligations
Hampshire County Council have published several guidance notes which set out the
contributions which will be sought as part of new developments within Hampshire.
The following are of relevance to the development proposals:
•
•

Transport Contributions Policy: A New Approach to calculating Transport
Contributions in Hampshire (September 2007) – published by Hampshire
County Council; and
Developers’ Contributions towards Children’s Services Facilities (November
2016) – published by Hampshire County Council;

10

CONSIDERATIONS

(i)

Principle of Development
The entire site falls within the definition of ‘previously developed land’ as defined by
the National Planning Policy Framework (land which is or was occupied by a permanent
structure, including the curtilage of the developed land and any associated fixed surface
infrastructure) and the Council is actively promoting this site for a new settlement
redevelopment opportunity for 1,500 new homes.
The site is not needed to meet the need for employment land across the Functional
Economic Area (FEA), albeit its release for new homes conflicts with saved Local Plan
Policy DEV12. Therefore, if Committee is minded to approve the
development it must be referred to Full Council. The draft Hart Local Plan:
Strategy and Sites (April 2017) however, contains measures to meet the need for
different types of employment land in Hart, including two smaller allocations for new
modern business units, and the protection of strategic and locally important
employment sites that already provide a valuable offer. Rushmoor and Surrey Heath
Local Plans will also contain measures to ensure sufficient provision of employment
land across the FEA.
The fact that the residential opportunity that is being promoted by the Council
conflicts with saved Policy DEV12 is a start point for consideration, but one then
must weigh up other material considerations and assess any harm against the benefits
that would be derived from the development, taking account of the three stands of
sustainable development as set out in the paragraph 7 of the NPPF.
Although there are other brownfield opportunities within the District which may still
come forward, there is not an unlimited supply of brownfield land. The application
site provides an opportunity for delivering a significant proportion of new homes on
this parcel of ‘brownfield land’, which in turn shall in part relieve the pressure to
develop on green field sites on the edges of existing settlements within the district.
This should be given significant weight.
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(ii)

Strategic Gap implications
The saved Strategic Gap Policy CON19 remains relevant. The site is situated within
the strategic gap between Fleet and Farnborough. The purpose of the Strategic Gap
is to protect those areas of land which have importance as open and undeveloped
land; important in terms of the structure of the settlement pattern at a strategic level
and providing a clear visual and physical break in the built environment.
Set in context however, this site is ‘brownfield land’ that has experienced a very
intense form of built development (NGTE Pyestock), and now benefits from planning
permission for a substantial warehouse opportunity. Therefore, the site has not been
either open or undeveloped for approximately 60 years and, as such, does not form
‘a clear physical break’ between settlements. Coalescence of settlements is therefore
not the issue and the openness of the Gap at this point has already been
compromised many years ago.
It is also important to put the location of the site into context. It is far from being
remote or isolated. It lies adjacent to the regionally significant QinetiQ Cody
Business Park which adjoins Farnborough Airport with all its associated Terminal,
Hangars, Aprons and lighting. The Cody Business Park is still undergoing major
development on the Hart side of the Rushmoor/Hart administrative boundary. All
this comprises relatively intensive development of significant scale and mass within
the Strategic Gap.

Photograph 8: Cody Business Park
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Photograph 9: Hartland Park relative to QinetiQ
Openness of the Gap
This issue of the Gap, nevertheless remains a key issue in the context of redeveloping
the site for a new community.
The existing planning permission is for a substantial distribution and warehouse
facility involving buildings up to 19m in height, and involves development of
significantly larger mass than the current new settlement scheme. The applicant has
provided an overlay to compare the extent of development resulting from the
existing permission for the large-scale warehouse distribution centre compared to
the scale and location of the proposed new settlement. The proposed new
settlement, for the most part, would be lower in height and very much smaller in
scale than the commercial scheme or the previous land uses. In addition, the
development would comprise a high quality residential development. This represents
a significant improvement upon the previous land uses and the warehouse planning
permission. The overall impact upon the openness of the Strategic Gap at this point
therefore, is much improved and that must give considerable weight in favour of the
development.
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Layout 5: Existing Warehouse permission overlaid on proposed new settlement layout.
The visual appraisal also demonstrates that the visual envelope is limited to
viewpoints immediately adjacent to the site on Ively Road, a short section of Kennels
Lane, a short section of Bridleway 725 (the closest PRoW which runs approximately
north-south from the A3013 at its northern extent before wrapping around the
western boundary of the application site and joining the Ively Road at the
southernmost point of the application site) and from a limited area within the MOD
Managed Access Land. Views from the elevated viewpoints at Tweseldon Hill and
Caesars Camp show the site hidden within what appears as a continuous stretch of
woodland. Development of the site does not, therefore, run contrary to the purpose
of the Strategic Gap as providing a ‘clear visual break’ within the wider landscape.
Any development that would be visible from the identified viewpoints would not
form a greater visual intrusion or damage the ‘clear visual break’ than the existing
commercial planning permission or the previous land use on the site. There are no
views towards the site from the edge of Fleet or Southwood due to the intervening
woodland and landform. Thus, any urbanising effects are limited in extent, as
reflected within the submitted Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA)
It is therefore considered that although the site is located within the Strategic Gap,
the site does not contribute to the purposes required by land in Strategic Gaps –
namely to ‘prevent the coalescence of settlements’ and ‘to protect their separate identity’.
As such, given the context of the Council’s emerging requirement for new homes,
together with Council’s preference to deliver as many new homes as possible on
brownfield land, it is considered that this residential development can suitably come
forward without conflicting with the guidance contained within saved Local Plan
Policy CON19.
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Lighting
There is potential for the development to prejudice the openness of the Strategic
Gap through “obtrusive light”. Obtrusive lighting can take many forms:
• Sky glow: the upward spill of light into the sky, which can cause a glowing effect.
This is often seen above urban areas when viewed from a dark area.
• Light spill: the unwanted spillage of light onto adjacent areas, which may affect
sensitive receptors.
The Hartland Park site does not have a history of contributing to a dark sky. In its
previous NGTE form it was a beacon of light, set in an area that is now to the south
experiencing excessive light at night associated with both the major QinetiQ Cody
Park development and the terminal, hangars, aprons and high column lighting at
Farnborough Airport. However, that is not a reason to set aside the objective of the
seeking to minimise obtrusive lighting.
The Council has secured an exceptionally good external standard of lighting
associated with the existing commercial development planning permission, but it
would not make the site itself ‘dark’. It would still be obtrusive but it seeks to
control both through horizontal controls, sky glow and light spill by best practical
means. Light shining downwards from height (and the warehouse buildings are 19m
in height) would still be of great intensity and would never have blocked out by
screening and would be operating of a 24/7 basis.
A new residential led development can never replicate exactly what has previously
been agreed. It is simply not practical because by its very nature, residential
development introduces vertical light from windows at every level, albeit at a lower
intensity (but with greater in greater number). What is clear however, is that
deleting a storey or two off the larger buildings within the site would have a no
material impact whatsoever. Firstly, set within the context of how the site would be
viewed, the larger buildings would not be seen with any clarity from vantage points
outside the site, and secondly, one must look at the site in its whole context where
its total setting is a living and active new community. The amount of vertical light
emitted from upper storeys would not be material given the very limited number of
5-storey buildings.
Nevertheless, there are many options to introduce Mitigation measures to minimise
obtrusive light impact. Common mitigation measures include:
•

•
•

•

Lights with a reduced UV wavelength. UV light is a characteristic of natural
and artificial light that attracts insects. Sodium and LED light sources carry
little UV light and minimise insect magnetism.
Flat-glass light distribution. This eliminates direct upwards light, the primary
contributor to sky glow.
Minimal column heights. This can reduce the light footprint and any
consequential overspill. However, shorter columns invariably lead to an
increased number of lighting points.
Switching off or dimming unnecessary lighting during unoccupied hours.
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•

•

Light controlling shields. These provide a cut off to the light distribution.
Within a good design scheme, these would be a last resort and are usually
applied post-installation.
Planting and retention of trees onsite. Trees provide a natural method of
screening and the best effects are achieved with dense, evergreen species. In
the Harland Park case, however, there is already excellent tree screening
surrounding the site.

Advances in the manufacture of light fittings and light-source technology have also
resulted in ranges suitable for the most sensitive of environments. For example,
LEDs have the benefit of putting light only where it is wanted. Similarly, the
recognition of white light, which provides improved visual acuity, allows for lower
lighting levels and minimal UV wavelengths.
The Council will therefore need to ensure that best practical means are used to
control lighting within the site. Like the existing commercial planning permission, this
can be secured through an appropriate planning condition. In this respect the
development goes as far as it practically can to mitigate any adverse effects
(iii)

Scale and Design
The application area is a large previously developed site, which has a significant
history being at the forefront of the gas turbine and jet engine research and
development. For more than 50 years the site facilitated significant engineering
development within large buildings across much of the site.

Photograph 10: Previous scale of development on the site
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Photograph 11: Previous Scale of development on the site circa 1970s
Following demolition and clearing the current scale of development has been
significantly scaled down to the extent that only three buildings are currently retained
on site. These buildings will be demolished to facilitate development. Nevertheless,
it still remains previously developed land.
The existing employment planning permission would deliver 126,000 sqm of
warehouse development which would have been accommodated within 10
warehouses of significant scale up, with ridge heights at a maximum of 19m. The
history and scale of development previously on site and subject to the existing
permission is a material consideration in determining this application.

Layout 6: Logistic park layout
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The Design and Access Statement supporting the residential application includes a
Design Code which sets the standard for design of the later phases of the
development. The design quality will be reviewed as part of each phase of
development considered as part of each reserved matter application.
The first phase of the development has been submitted in full, and relates to the
southern end of the site. As such, for the purposes of determining this application, it
will be necessary to consider the layout, appearance, scale and choice of materials to
be provided. During the determination of the application, it has been agreed with
the Applicant that the first phase will be to provide 181 new homes. The
recommendation is that this is referred to Planning Major Sites Sub-Committee for
detailed review and approval.
Whilst the balance of the site has been submitted in outline, the accompanying
Design and Access Statement illustrates how the remaining phases could come
forward in a way which takes into consideration the character and appearance of the
surrounding area.
The overarching approach to development balances the aim to provide 1,500 homes
in a manner that fits comfortably within the site without compromising the character
of area or undermining the surrounding landscape.
To achieve a co-ordinated approach, the application is accompanied by an illustrative
masterplan and supporting parameter plans which inform the allocation of land uses
within the development, density, building heights, access and movement, together
with green infrastructure.
Concerns regarding the density are that the development will not be in keeping with
the local character by scale, design height etc. However, there is no local vernacular
that one can set the site in context other than the significant commercial
development that has taken place as part on the QinetiQ complex just to the south.
The development site itself does relate to Fleet but could just as well be read in the
context of Southwood (urban Farnborough). In this case, however the issue is
academic because the site is plainly large enough and isolated enough to create its
own unique character.
Whilst being a large site, it will be a challenge to provide 1,500 new homes on site,
consequently the density of development will inevitably be higher than the prevailing
densities elsewhere. This is entirely acceptable. Higher density development can
readily be achieved without necessarily appearing overbearing or unacceptable. The
supporting illustrative masterplan has demonstrated how the development can
accommodate 1,500 new homes and the associated infrastructure, local centre and
school on site.
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Layout 7: Master Plan
Narrowing the specific issues down, the primary concern is the scale and height of
development. The development is predominantly 3-storey with many houses in
phase 1 measuring over 10m in height. There are three four storey apartment blocks
(A, D and F) within the first phase with a maximum height of 15m. The apartment
block to the north-west corner is sited away from the western edge to ensure
development is limited to three storeys along this boundary. To avoid overbearing
street scenes, wherever three storey houses are located smaller two storey houses
have been placed on the opposite side of the road. Furthermore, most three storey
houses would overlook streets or open spaces where the increased height helps to
frame the space. The site is surrounded by woodland with no immediate residential
neighbours. Whilst the development is tall and not synonymous with the scale of
development commonly seen in Fleet, this does not mean the development is not
acceptable. There is absolutely no design or character reason why the development
should reflect Fleet (although it does utilise features commonly found in Fleet) in the
same way that Elvetham Heath developed its own unique character.
The key to success therefore is securing good design. In this regard the design
quality of the houses and flats proposed is exceptionally good, integrating a variety of
design features and materials to provide visual interest. Articulation and detail
features ensure the individual buildings will sit comfortably in their street scene.
Bearing in mind the development history of the site and the extent of the bulk and
scale of development approved under the extant warehouse and distribution centre,
the prevailing domestic scale of the development across the site is acceptable.
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Layout 8: Western edge of the site as proposed in Phase 1
The first phase of development places a strong emphasis upon design quality which
provides reassurance to officers that the development will be of the highest quality
and without appearing unduly overbearing. The density of development increases as
one travels into the centre of the site where the impact upon the surrounding area
diminishes. This is a sound approach to protect views into the site. The Design
Code for the Village Centre character area contained within the DAS shows
illustrative images of how the development could be built out with retail/community
uses at ground floor and residential above.

Layout 9: Density Plan
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Layout 10: More central locations

Layout 11: Village Centre
The Local Centre will comprise a combination of new homes, retail commercial
and/or community uses to meet the day-to-day needs of residents. Further marketled scoping will be undertaken to ascertain the exact content of the local centre, the
details of which will form part of a Reserved Matters submission. For the purposes
of determining this application, planning permission is sought for up to 2,655m²
(GEA) of floorspace within Use Classes A1 to A5 (including shops, banks,
restaurants), B1 (offices), C3 (Dwellings), D1 (including health centres, crèches, day
nurseries) and D2 (Leisure). This could include uses such as residential, retail, health
care, crèche, day nursery, community centre, offices and/or gym.
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The general scaling and massing here would be 4 storeys with some elements of 5
storeys. Whilst the actual design and detail will be subject to a reserved matter
application for that phase of development, a condition is attached to ensure that a
phase specific design code is submitted and approved prior to the submission of that
phase of development. This approach will be applied to each of the different phases
of development.
(iv)

Tree Implications and Tree Preservation Order
Part of the site’s existing woodland is protected by Tree Preservation Order (TPO).
The quantum of development on site will inevitably result in tree removal to facilitate
development, but a balance has been achieved between tree retention and its
constraint upon good quality viable development coming forward.
Whilst there is scope for glimpsed views of development from Ively Road, the visual
buffer shall be maintained through an agreed landscape management strategy, which
will be secured through condition. The strategy could also manage any potential
wind throw along the northern edge of this buffer. It is important to agree a strategy
moving forwards to protect and retain as many significant mature trees throughout as
possible. The woodland management plan should therefore apply to the site with a
focus upon managing the key boundary woodland buffers. Internally the net loss of
trees on site can in part be managed through a well-conceived landscape strategy,
which shall be secured through condition and adopted on a phase by phase basis.
The phased nature of development also provides an opportunity to review the
existing planting on a phase by phase basis. Whilst the illustrative plan might suggest
removal there will be scope to assess the quality of trees and make appropriate
design changes to secure retention of mature or significant trees on site. In general,
the woodland has poor species diversity, however it does represent a verdant
backdrop/boundary which would be desirable to retain. A 20m landscape buffer is
proposed to be retained along the south-eastern boundary of the site. The Tree
Officer has requested an irregular edging to the woodland buffer, which can be
assessed when preparing the detailed plans for that phase of development. Any future
reserved matters application’s layout would therefore be subject to the principles and
recommendations within the British Standards for tree retention. The intention is
that the woodland buffer will be subject to a management plan including proposals to
manage its transition from a standing forestry crop to amenity woodland thereby
maintaining its visual amenity within the street scene and wider landscape. This will
be secure through a S106 Planning Obligation.
Whilst the tree loss on site is inevitable a balance must be struck, weighed against the
benefit of delivery a significant level of new homes on a brownfield site that has a
history of significant scale of buildings on site. Overall it is considered that the net
tree loss will not detrimentally impact upon the visual amenity of the area and will
ensure the delivery of a significant number of houses within the district.
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(v)

Affordable Homes - This is still being tested and will be the subject of a
further report to Planning Committee for consideration before any final
decision is made to agree the application.
Policy ALT GEN13 of the Local Plan seeks to deliver 40% affordable home provision.
The applicant has proposed a reduced level of 20% (up to 300 new homes) across
the development that equates to 36 units contained within the first phase of
development. This is current the subject of viability testing.

(vi)

Nature Conservation
In accordance with the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact
Assessment) Regulations 2011 (as amended), an Environmental Statement (ES) has
been submitted in support of the development proposals. This includes a detailed
assessment of the relevant environmental issues:
Thames Basin Heaths Special Protection Area (SPA)
The site is within 5km of the Thames Basin Heaths SPA. A small section of the site
lies within 400m of the SPA, albeit this largely covers the area of the recently
constructed roundabout along Ively Road. No built form is proposed within this
400m zone.
Policy NRM6 of the South East Plan explains that new homes within 5km of the SPA
may harm the rare bird populations within the SPA – referred to as a zone of
influence. This harm is likely to be caused by disturbance to the birds by an increase
in walkers, cats and dogs frequenting the heathland, and other recreational uses
created by additional homes in the area.
Suitable Alternative Natural Greenspace (SANG)
Where development is proposed outside the 400m exclusion zone but within the
zone of influence, mitigation measures will be delivered prior to occupation and in
perpetuity. Measures will be based on a combination of access management and the
provision of SANG.
The purpose of SANG is to provide an alternative location for recreation, to ensure
that any increase to the population through additional homes, does not result in
increased disturbance to the protected species or habitats contained within the SPA.
It is therefore critical to the success of a SANG that it is suitably located and
sufficiently equipped to provide a real alternative to the facilities currently provided
within the SPA. For reference, Policy NRM6 requires SANG to be provided at a
minimum of 8 hectares for every 1,000 new occupants.
To mitigate the impact of the proposed development, two options are available.
Firstly, the Applicant has submitted a planning application for the change of use of
land to at Kennels Lane for SANG (Re: 17/01506/FUL). This SANG aims to mitigate
the impact of the proposed development in perpetuity.
The Kennel Lane SANG will include the following facilities on site:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Circular Walk (2.3km);
Visitor amenities including information boards, directions for signage;
Car park (19 spaces);
Provision of BMX trail within the SANG
Boundary fencing and landscaping
Secure Long term management of the SANG

The new Kennel Lane SANG will deliver 27.9ha of SANG however this SANG will
not provide the full area of land to mitigate the total number of homes proposed on
site, consequently the applicant will need to secure access for the Council to the
nearby Bramshot Farm SANG in lieu of the shortfall of new provision at Kennels
Lane. The Kennels Lane SANG application (17/01506/FUL) is currently
under consideration by the Council and any planning permission for this
application will be subject to the approval of this SANG application which
is likely to be considered at the September Planning Committee.
Natural England is concerned that the development is the benchmark standard for
the SANG provision is only 8ha/1,000 population. However, this is the Policy NRM6
compliant minimum. There can be no objection to a policy compliant proposals and
it is not for Natural England to introduce ad hoc new standards without consultation
or agreement. Furthermore, Natural England has provided no evidence or policy
justification for seeking an above minimum policy compliant solution.

.

The applicant has nevertheless provided further clarification to demonstrate how the
development will be fully mitigated through the current SANG proposals to ensure
effects on TBHSPA are avoided:
Quality of provision: The SANG will include all required features (as defined by
Natural England’s publication ‘Guidelines for the Creation of SANGS’) to attract new
residents, such as a safe and attractive environment with clear signage, information
boards, dog bins, and circular walks. In addition, the proposed SANG goes far beyond
such standard requirements, with the land comprising a range of habitats including
mature woodland with glades, rides and clearings as well as grassland, ponds and
heathland, all of which are diverse and of a high visual standard. As such, the SANG
will offer a high-quality visitor experience for new residents from the very first
occupation. In addition, further facilities will come forward on a phased basis,
including picnic areas and a Mountain Bike Trail, which will further increase the
visitor experience, which will exceed that offered by many typical SANGs elsewhere;
SANG entrance features: The SANG will feature attractive entrances to draw in
both new and existing residents. In keeping with the nearby Southwood Woodlands
SANG, entrances to the proposed SANG will be flanked by large ‘totem‐poles’ to
create a clear and attractive entrance. Such totem poles will be included at the main
entrance to the SANG (at the location of the car park), as well as at the entrance
along Bramshot Lane and Kennels Lane;
d) Proximity of SANG provision: The proposed SANG is immediately adjacent to
the proposed Hartland Village development, and will be directly linked to the
development via several footpaths. Specifically, continuous footway links will be
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provided from the proposed SANG to the proposed development, with at least two
pedestrian crossing points provided across Bramshot Lane, providing safe and
attractive links for new residents to access the SANG. Whilst the proposed
development is under construction, interim footway links will be provided from each
Phase of the development to the SANG, ensuring that residents can safely and readily
access the SANG. Final permanent links, which will be located within established or
retained greenspaces where possible, will be provided once development of Hartland
Village is complete. In this regard, the SANG will be able to be conveniently accessed
by all new residents;
Evidence of ease of access to the SANG: Given that the proposed SANG will lie
immediately adjacent to the proposed development, it is considered that residents
will readily access the SANG on foot (thereby likely capturing daily dog‐walkers, who
are considered to likely find this convenient option preferable to driving elsewhere).
This conclusion is supported by research on the Thames Basin Heaths SPA
(summarised in the conclusions of the May 2006 English Nature Report entitled
‘Thames Basins Heaths Special Protection Area: Mitigation Standard for Residential
Development’, page 33) which records that “Most visitors who walk to sites walk
approximately 400‐ 800m; over a third walk less than 400m”. Almost all the
proposed development site falls within 600m of the proposed SANG, and indeed the
great majority of the proposed new homes lie within 400m of the proposed SANG
(see the attached Plan 4664/HRA7). As such, access to the SANG on foot will be
readily available, and in a safe and attractive fashion. This is in strong contrast to the
(only) potential footpath link from the proposed development to the SPA, which is
only accessible along a busy ‘A’ road and across a major roundabout junction. Indeed,
the linking footpath from the proposed development to the SPA runs immediately
adjacent to the A323, and is not separated by any barrier or planting strip, such that
the footpath is very exposed to traffic, and as such it is considered that most
residents will consider the walk to be unpleasant or dangerous;
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Proposed New Kennels Lane
SANG

Layout 12: Green Infrastructure Plan and Links to SANG
Signage: Footpath links from the proposed development to the SANG will be
clearly signed from within each phase of the development, alerting new residents to
the quickest route to accessing the SANG. Specifically, such signs will not advertise
the direction of the SPA.
Education of residents: the SANG will include interpretation boards to educate
new and existing residents as to its function and purpose. In addition, new residents
will be provided with a leaflet within their new resident’s packs that seeks to provide
educational material on the special interest of the SPA and promotes the use of the
SANG;
Car Park: Although the proposed development is located immediately adjacent to
the proposed SANG, to ensure that the SANG will attract all residents, a 19-space
car park will also be provided. The new SANG car park will be in much closer
proximity to the site than the nearest SPA car park such that it will serve as a more
convenient location and so will effectively capture any car based dog walkers. This
conclusion is supported by research from visitor surveys of the SPA summarised in
the conclusions of the English Nature Report entitled ‘Thames Basins Heaths Special
Protection Area: Mitigation Standard for Residential Development’ dated May 2006
(page 33) which records that “Of the visitors who drive, between 29‐48 percent travel 2
kilometres or less [to the SPA]” while “the survey by Rose however suggests that the dog
walking sector may on average drive less distance to visit sites than other drivers, with a
mean distance travelled of 1.6 kilometres”. The nearest car park at the SPA is located
on Aldershot Road, at approximately 2.03km from the site entrance and further still
from most the proposed new homes. The new car park at the SANG will be located
substantially closer to the new hoomes;
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Existing residents: existing residents from the local area will benefit from the new
SANG with its dedicated car park and will likely mean that existing residents utilising
the SPA could instead make use of Kennels Lane Wood SANG particularly as they
can link in to the wider Southwood Woods SANG;
Visitor strategy: All new residents will receive an information pack when
purchasing their new home, and specific information leaflets will be provided to
advertise the presence and features of the SANG, including the ease within which the
SANG can be accessed. The SANG will be further promoted through a dedicated
website, as well as through other media to ensure both existing as well as new
residents are aware of its presence;
Community events: Several events will be held throughout the year (such as talks
and guided walks) designed to inform residents of the diversity and ecological
richness present within the SANG. Such events will seek to encourage community
engagement and use of the SANG. The possibility of a volunteer group will also be
explored, which will encourage residents to ‘take ownership’ and invest in the
SANG, further encouraging residents to utilise this land on a regular basis;
Directly interlinked with potential super‐SANG: The proposed SANG at
Kennels Lane Wood will not exist in isolation. The existing Southwood Woodlands
SANG, measuring approximately 33ha in area, is located immediately to the east of
the proposed SANG (separated by Kennels lane). Under the proposals, the proposed
SANG will directly connect to Southwood Woodlands SANG via a new footpath
enabling residents to access both SANGs (effectively providing a combined SANG of
63.1ha) forming a ‘super‐SANG’. Such an area of well managed and attractive
greenspace will no doubt be very appealing and will be well advertised and promoted
to new residents. Indeed, the opportunity to maximise the potential of this ‘super‐
SANG’ is highlighted in the Kennels Lane Wood SANG Management Plan which
specifically grants ‘provision to allow the Council to carry out projects to improve
green infrastructure and links to different areas of strategic green infrastructure in
the local area’;
Wider network of greenspace: In addition, to the proximity of Southwood
Woodlands SANG, the proposed development is also directly connected to an
exceptional network of fully accessible green space that surrounds the site.
Accordingly, an extensive range of open space opportunities are available adjacent to
the site which are more conveniently accessed than the SPA. The quantum and range
accessible greenspace further sets this site apart from any other site.
In these circumstances, it is considered that sufficient certainty is available to
conclude that the SANG proposals at Kennels Lane Wood, once secure through a
Section 106 Planning Obligation, which must include provision for SAMM, will
satisfactorily mitigate the proposed development.
Sites of Special Scientific Interest
There are no Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) within the site however there
are several close to the site which have been considered. Fleet Pond lies 240m
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distant and the Basingstoke Canal lies 400m to the west of the site. Subject to
conditions Natural England raises no objections.
Impact upon the Fleet Pond SSSI
Whilst Natural England raise no objection to the proposed development in respect of
SSSIs, the proximity of the site to the Fleet Pond SSSI is creating new challenges
which could impact upon the Pond. Whilst direct ecological impacts at the Pond are
marginal, there will inevitably be recreational impacts resulting from increased
numbers of visitors.
Although new residents may use Fleet Ponds SSSI on occasion, it is considered that
overall this use is unlikely to be frequent, with most regular recreational use centred
on the new SANG due to its accessibility and attractiveness. As such, the potential
adverse effects arising from recreational pressure on Fleet Ponds SSSI is not likely to
be significant. This assessment is reached considering the following:
• The proposed development will retain the existing MoD fencing along the site’s
northern and western boundaries. This will ensure that no access is available
directly from the site to Fleet Ponds SSSI. Rather the effect of the fencing will be
to channel new residents to Kennels Lane Wood SANG;
• The new SANG will include all required features (as defined by Natural England)
to attract new residents, such as a safe and attractive environment with clear
signage, information boards, dog bins, and circular walks. However, the proposed
SANG goes far beyond such standard requirements, with the land comprising
mature woodland, ponds, and heathland, all of which are diverse and of a high
visual standard. As such, the SANG will offer a high-quality visitor experience for
new residents from the very first occupation, and will be an attractive area for
recreation. Given the convenience of accessing this SANG, this area will likely be
utilised on a regular basis by new residents, rather than Fleet Ponds SSSI. Indeed,
further facilities will come forward at the SANG on a phased basis, including
picnic areas and a Mountain Bike Trail, which will further increase the visitor
experience, which will greatly exceed that offered by many typical greenspaces;
and
• Although the proposed development is immediately adjacent to the proposed
SANG, to ensure that the SANG will attract all residents, a 19-space car park will
be provided to assist new residents in accessing the SANG. This will be a much
more attractive car park to access than Fleet Pond SSSI (for which access is
necessary along a heavily damaged track, whilst egress from the Fleet Pond car
park requires a right turn onto the busy A3013).
Any impact upon Fleet Pond SSSI can therefore be readily monitored and of
necessary addressed through a series of mitigations. The creation of the new SANG
will in part provide a significant alternative recreational attraction providing a nearby
attractive alternative to the Pond. Ongoing monitoring of visitor numbers at Fleet
Pond will enable the Council to review and react accordingly with additional
mitigations at the SANGS. Other measures such as improving cycle path provision
with access to Fleet Train Station and improving the standard of facilities such as the
footpath network at Fleet Pond should be provided to mitigate the increased number
of visitors. The Applicant will also be obliged to maintain the quality and standard of
SANGs to ensure that the mitigation is effective in providing a viable alternative
recreational attraction to the Pond and thereby reducing visitor pressures. These
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measures can be secured via a combination of contributions secured as part of the
S106 and conditions to secure a detailed management plan and monitoring
programme.
Sites of Importance to Nature Conservation
There are several locally designated nature conservation sites, known as Sites of
Importance to Nature Conservation (SINC) within the site. Pyestock (North
Grasslands) SINC lies in the northern part of the site. Pyestock (Fairway) SINC is in
the southern part of the site and extends beyond the southern boundary. A small
section of Bramshot Common SINC extends into the site on the northern boundary.
Under the existing commercial planning permission, the Pyestock (North Grasslands)
SINC was to be translocated to an area north of the site. As such, it is proposed the
Pyestock (Fairway) SINC will be relocated to the north of the site, adjacent to the
existing relocated turfs from Pyestock (North Grasslands). Bramshot Common SINC
will be retained, with opportunities to enhance the habitats through controlled
thinning, allowing grassland to come through. The details of such operations can be
secured by way of a suitably worded condition.
In summary, the translocation of the grassland will be undertaken using a similar
methodology to that successfully utilised under the previous planning permission, and
ideally the same contractor will be utilised. Following the translocation, the acid
grassland will receive a suitable low intensity management regime, principally centring
on an appropriate mowing regime and the management and removal of any
encroaching Bracken, while any damage resulting from recreational use will be
monitored and addressed.
Through these measures, development of the site can come forward without
detrimentally affecting the locally designated SINCs.
(vii)

Open Space and play provision/Green Infrastructure
In response to the Planning Officer’s comment Green Infrastructure links have been
reviewed. An amended masterplan has been submitted to highlight the designated
cycle routes through the site and how they connect with the SANG. Through the
combined use of signage, paving materials, lighting, street character and tree planting
navigation around the site will be intuitive and in keeping with its environment. A
hierarchy of signs are proposed providing a different range of information relevant to
its location and context. The scale and frequency of these signs is dependent on its
location, with the gateway signs being larger and providing a greater amount of site
wide information. Neighbourhood signage will be of a smaller scale and will highlight
key neighbourhood facilities and provides key distances.
From a wider recreational standpoint, further details are required to agree a play and
recreational strategy across the development. The applicant has submitted an open
space requirement document which summaries the quantum of open space
designations around the site. The applicant has also assessed the locations of a range
of existing open space and recreational facilities within the area and a short distance
from the site.
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The key levels of provision are:
•
There are 2 grass pitches within a 10-minute walk, a further 7 being within a
15-minute cycle and a further 26 within a 15-minute drive.
•
There are 2 Tennis/Multi Use Games Areas within a 15-minute cycle of the
site. With a further 15 number within a 15-minute drive.
•
There are 9 allotments within a 15-minute drive of the site
•
There are now 4 artificial pitches within a 15-minute drive from the site
•
There are 2 bowling greens within a 15-minute cycle from the site, with a
further 3 within a 15-minute drive from the site.
•
There are 3 existing play areas within a 10-minute walk from the site, further
to this there are 16 play areas within a 15-minute drive from the site.
This demonstrates that there are a good range of facilities surrounding the site which
are all within reasonable travel distances:
•
Grass pitches, allotments and bowling greens are already well provided for
within the local area.
•
Play areas are less well provided for especially when considering that ideally
this type of facility should within an easy walking distance of the development
and not reliant on the car.
•
MUGA’s and All Weather Pitches (like play areas) are provided but both are
not within a 10-minute walk from the site.
Within the masterplan there is a total of 11.31ha of open accessible space, which
includes play areas, the local centre public realm and teenage play. This exceeds the
recommended standard of 8.75ha. The report looks to prioritise the provision of
onsite children’s play areas, teenage provision including the provision of a multi-use
games area (MUGA). Other provision, such as playing pitches and allotments, will be
provided off site via a contribution. The setting of the development also provides
large amounts of woodland edge space accessible to residents.
Just south of the village centre is a ‘linear park’ and elsewhere within the site are
pockets of informal green squares that contribute to provide 1.45ha of open space
within the development. The applicant has integrated drainage features into these
green spaces, to provide attractive features to break up the built development. There
are two east / west ‘green avenues which will incorporate drainage features such as
SUDs swales which run through the central area of the site. They will assist in
providing connectivity across the site, linking into the SANG at the eastern end of
the site. Due to the phased nature of development there will need to be a strategic
approach to the landscape provision within the site. The success of the development
will in part be formed by the integration of landscape features within the
development. The landscape and public realm strategy has been integrated into the
masterplan. The provision of small landscape pockets and informal amenity grassed
areas within each street and phase of development are integral to the success of the
scheme. It is important to secure the landscape provision both strategically and on a
phase by phase basis through condition.
In terms of play space provision the development proposes to provide 17 Local
Areas of Play (LAP), which cater for infants, there is one provided within Phase 1.
The strategy proposes 2 Locally Equipped Areas of Play (LEAP) which are large play
spaces with formal play equipment catering for children up to the age of 13 and one
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larger Neighbourhood Equipped Area of Play (NEAP) catering for all age ranges will
be located within the village centre. A MUGA and an all-weather pitch will be
provided in the village centre with the intention that they will serve a dual-purpose
use shared with the school. Additional teenage provision is likely to take the form of
a bike trail located towards the north-west corner of the site.

Layout 13: Play areas
The form and maintenance of the play areas is yet to be agreed with the Council but
it will be secured through a combination of planning conditions and S106 Planning
Obligation.
The circulation within the development to enable easy public access to all provision
will be a key component, and whilst the access parameter plans have been amended
to improve connectivity, both internally within the site but particularly to the Kennels
Lane SINC which will involve crossing Bramshot Lane which dissect the site into two.
The play and recreation strategy should include details of internal direction signage,
information boards and maps to enhance the awareness of how to access the areas
of play within the site.
The County Rights of Way Officer has requested a contribution to mitigate potential
impact upon the Basingstoke Canal SSSI and improvements to Bridleway 725.
Although this does not appear to reflect the views of Natural England a
proportionate contribution will be secured as part of the Hampshire County Council
highway element of the proposed S106 Planning Obligation.
Protected Species
Specific phase 2 surveys have been undertaken in respect of bats, badgers, dormice,
reptiles, breeding birds and invertebrates.
In terms of bats, the submitted Environmental Statement confirms the area to be of
local level importance for foraging and commuting bats, with only low levels of
activity by at least seven species (or species groups) recorded during the surveys.
The survey work undertaken identified a single building within the site supporting
roosting activity. As such, works will be carried out under a European Protected
Species (EPS) development licence obtained from Natural England, with
implementation of an appropriate mitigation strategy. Furthermore, several trees
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were identified as supporting bat roosting potential. These trees will therefore be
subject to additional survey work as part of any subsequent Reserved Matters
submission.
Several badger setts have been recorded within the site and its immediate surrounds.
These include three active setts within the west and north of the site – all located
within non-development areas. Given the location of setts, they are unlikely to be
directly affected by demolition and construction activities. However, demolition and
construction activities within the near surrounds of a sett could result in damage or
disturbance. As such, an updated Badger survey will be undertaken prior to the
commencement of demolition and construction works within the area of the site to
confirm any mitigation or licensing requirements.
The proposed development will result in some loss of areas of coniferous woodland
and open space, which may result in a reduction in nesting habitat for a range of bird
species. However, such opportunities are common and widespread within the
immediate surrounds of the site, whilst the creation of new habitats within areas of
green space, in addition to gardens and amenity species as they establish, will increase
nesting and foraging opportunities. It is therefore considered that, for the most part,
effects of the proposed development on bird species are relatively low. The only bird
species that will not benefit from the removal of the open space are Nightjar,
Woodlark and Little Ringed Plover, which opportunistically utilise such clearings in
the landscape for foraging and breeding. However, it has been agreed that such
temporary use should not attract ‘the need for full compensation/ mitigation
measures when the land is subsequently developed’.
Most the site is dominated by cleared ground and coniferous woodland, and as such
is of limited value to reptile species. However, low populations of Common Lizard,
and Slow-worm have been recorded in several areas of the site, particularly within
the areas of long sward grassland. As such, mitigation measures will focus on
translocation and exclusion of reptiles from the areas affected by works. Full details
of the translocation exercise and receptor site will be subject to a condition attached
to any planning permission.
To summarise, the scheme can suitably come forward without resulting in a
detrimental impact on ecological features of local, national and international
importance. As such, the scheme is considered to fully accord with Policies CON1 –
5 as well as national guidance contained within the NPPF.
(viii) Local Centre
It is proposed that a local centre will be delivered as part of the development
proposals to meet the day-to-day needs of residents. The exact uses within the local
centre will be a matter for consideration as part of the Reserved Matters submission.
Therefore, this hybrid planning application purposely includes flexibility as to what
uses could come forward – Use Class A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, B1, C3, D1 or D2.
The local centre will be positioned within the centre of the development alongside
the main thoroughfare through the site. This will ensure that the proposed local
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centre is positioned within the most convenient location for incoming and existing
residents whilst also benefitting from passing trade.
The NPPF provides clear guidance on the provision of retail and leisure uses. Whilst
there is an understandable focus for retail and leisure schemes to be delivered within
existing centres, the NPPF identifies the need for out-of-centre sites. The size of the
proposed local centre falls below the required threshold (2,500 sqm) for an impact
assessment to be undertaken. Moreover, a sequential test is not appropriate in this
instance as the local centre will complement, rather than replace, exiting retail and
service provision within the local area.
The provision of a local centre as part of the development proposal therefore fully
accords with the requirements of the NPPF and local planning policies. The local
centre will contribute towards the overall sustainability of the site and help minimise
the use of the private car by existing and incoming residents.
(ix)

Strategic Highway Implications – Once signed off by Hampshire County
Council all strategic highway matters will be brought to Planning
Committee for determination.
The application is supported by a comprehensive Transport Assessment (TA).
However, Hampshire County Council has required further modelling to be carried
out, although in principle the two parties have agreed the scope of the works
necessary to make the development acceptable and the scale of the developer
contribution required (£6m). These discussions are not yet finished but they do not
have any implications for the internal relationship within the site, or the scale, mass
and bulk of development proposed.
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Cycleway connectivity
The applicant is mindful of the need to ensure that the site connects to surrounding
neighbourhoods.

Layout 14: Proposed cycleway linkages
(x)

Flooding and Drainage
Most the site is located within Flood Zone 1 (the lowest risk of flooding). A very
small portion of the site falls in to Flood Zone 2 and 3. However, this does not
extend into the developable area and, as such, a Sequential Test is not required in
support of the application. This approach is supported by Hampshire County
Council in its role as Lead Local Flood Authority.
The Flood Risk Assessment and Surface Water Drainage Strategy confirms that most
the site has a low risk of flooding from various sources. Subject to the mitigation
measures outlined within the Flood Risk Assessment and Surface Water Drainage
Strategy, redevelopment at the site is possible and would reduce the risk of flooding
within the site and surrounding areas.
As such, the proposed development accords with all relevant national (namely
paragraph 103 of the NPPF) and local guidance (Hart Local Plan Policy GEN 11), as it
ensures flood risk is not increased elsewhere within the surrounding area.
Thames Water is currently undertaking an impact study that will assess the impact of
the proposed development. As confirmed within the submitted FRA, if the study
indicates that the existing public sewerage system does not have sufficient capacity to
serve the proposed development, the Applicant will need to enter a requisition with
Thames Water under the Water Act to carry out the required works. These works
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fall outside the remit of planning control, but the developer will be obliged to secure
an agreement with Thames Water to ensure adequate sewerage provision on site.
(xi)

Heritage and Archaeology Implications
The site has been subject to significant historic development activity which will have
eroded any remnants of significant archaeological importance. Similarly, the Historic
Environment was not likely to give rise to significant environmental effects and would
not need to be assessed as part of the EIA process. An Historic Environment
Assessment (HEA) has, however, been provided at Appendix 2.4 of the ES.
The HEA has highlighted low to moderate potential for archaeological remains. Given
the extent of the proposed development, and its associated impacts, an
archaeological watching brief is, however, recommended during site preparation and
topsoil-stripping/ground reduction, with adequate time allowed to investigate and
record any archaeological remains found. This would ensure that built heritage
assets are not removed without recording. Any archaeological work will be
undertaken in accordance with an approved Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI),
which could be conditioned as part of any subsequent permission.
As such, the development proposals suitably accord with national and local planning
objectives in respect of the preservation of heritage assets.

(xii)

Construction Methodology and Phasing
The Environmental Statement (ES) includes details of the anticipated construction
methodology and phasing of the proposed development to establish any significant
effects that may arise which require mitigation. Whilst details of the construction
phase are necessarily broad at this stage, the ES ensures that the construction of the
site can suitably come forward without resulting in a significant effect on the
environment. Moreover, the submitted Construction Environment Management Plan
(CEMP) is to be conditioned as part of any subsequent permission, which would be
implemented during the demolition and construction works. The CEMP would
provide a framework within which activities on-site would be managed ‘at source’ to
minimise impacts on all sensitive receptors.

(xiii) Contamination
Given the previous industrial uses at the site, the ES includes detailed environmental
and geotechnical information relating to the ground conditions beneath the site and
an assessment of the potential impacts and associated effects of the proposed
development. This includes a Preliminary Risk Assessment Report (PRA) which has
been provided at Appendix 7.1 of the ES.
Furthermore, an Outline Remedial Strategy (ORS) has been submitted as part of the
hybrid planning application as a standalone report. The ORS provides a strategy
which produces a site that is suitable for its intended purpose (a mixed-use
residential development) whilst providing a safe working environment with respect to
site workers and adjacent users. The Council’s Environmental Health team have
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reviewed the contamination reports and have agreed the methodology with detailed
investigations secured by condition.
In summary, it is considered that the submitted ES, PRA and ORS provide a sound
basis to assess the remediation measures necessary to create a safe environment.
This allows the effective use of previously developed land, as required by Policy GEN
9 of the Local Plan.
(xiv) Socio-economic impact
An assessment has been provided as part of the ES to outline the likely significant
effects of the proposed development on the environment with respect to socioeconomic issues. The assessment has considered construction phase employment
effects and effects on population, demand for primary healthcare and education
facilities, local expenditure and open space once the development is operational.
Based on the construction of up to 1,500 new homes the ES establishes that the
proposed development would introduce a new residential population of
approximately 3,720 people. Furthermore, the proposed local centre and primary
school is estimated to create approximately 88-100 gross direct operational jobs.
The ES therefore identifies that Section 106 contributions would be required to
mitigate the scheme’s effect. These contributions are confirmed as part of this report
and will be delivered through the completion of a Section 106 Agreement.
(xv)

Noise
A detailed environmental noise survey has been undertaken at the site to establish
the existing noise climate. The outcome of this survey was used as the basis for the
noise modelling exercise and predictions. The survey identified that the existing
noise climate at the site is dominated by road traffic noise from the immediately
surrounding road network, but predominantly from Ively Road to the south of the
site.
The assessment identified that there would be the potential for adverse effects to
arise in the absence of appropriate mitigation measures. Accordingly, the design
evolution process of the proposed development has been subject to rigorous noise
modelling and consultation to agree an appropriate scheme design, as well as
performance parameters and assumptions which would ensure the proposed
residential use can be delivered on the site.
This includes the location of individual new homes as well as the provision of a 2.5m
high acoustic barrier along Ively Road. An acoustic barrier is also proposed around
the relocated substation, at the height of the highest plant equipment provided.
Provision of the acoustic barriers will be conditioned as part of any subsequent
permission.
The proposed development can therefore be delivered without creating an
unacceptable level of noise to the proposed residents, employees and users of the
site as well as existing residents within the locality. The measures to be provided as
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part of the proposed development ensure that the scheme fully accords with Policy
GEN7, as well as more general guidance provided at Policy GEN 1 of the Local Plan.
(xvi) Air Quality
The ES includes an assessment of the potential impacts and likely effects of the
proposed development on air quality. As part of this assessment, consideration has
been given to impacts arising during the construction and demolition stage and upon
completion from increased traffic. Impacts have been predicted at both human health
and ecological receptors.
A review of relevant air quality monitoring data indicates that the site and the
surrounding area have complied with National Air Quality Objectives (NAQO) for all
pollutants. A baseline monitoring study using diffusion tubes confirmed the NO2
concentrations on site and along the local road network are currently complying with
the NO2 NAQO.
A Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) and Construction Method
Statements (CMP) will be agreed and secured by means of planning condition to
ensure that any dust effects during the construction phase are suitably mitigated. As
such, it is considered that the scheme is considered to fully accord with the policy
requirements set out at Policy GEN 8 of the Local Plan.
(xvii) Energy
The hybrid planning application is supported by an Energy and Sustainability Strategy,
which assesses the estimated regulated energy requirements, associated CO2
emissions, fabric performance, and the likelihood of high internal temperatures in
summer months.
A summary of the anticipated CO2 emissions reductions at each step of the Energy
Hierarchy has been provided as part of the submitted Strategy. This demonstrates
that the proposed development is expected to achieve compliance with the
requirements of the Building Regulations Part L 2013 through passive design and
energy efficiency measures – i.e. before the inclusion of any Low or Zero Carbon
technologies. The potential for incorporation of renewable energy systems will be
considered as part of each future phase of the development.
(xviii) Education provision
The development will provide a new primary school on site. The County Council, as
Local Education Authority (LEA), have reached an agreement with the developer to
provide a 2-form entry school. In addition, an early year’s provision will be provided
on site with associated playing fields, parking etc. Subject to a review there is
provision to expand the school up to 2.5FE. The proposed S106 Planning Obligation
will secure the review mechanism to determine with clauses requiring expansion if
there is a demonstrable need. The LEA have confirmed that the site area for the
primary school is sufficient to accommodate an expansion.
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The County Council has confirmed that the catchment for secondary school
provision will be secured at Calthorpe School. To facilitate the offsite provision, the
applicant has agreed to pay £7.2m to provide adequate provision off site. The
payment will be secured as part of the S106 Planning Obligation.
(xix) Health Provision
The applicant has been in discussion with the CCG to establish the need for
improved health provision. There are two options to secure the health provision
either on site within the local centre in the centre of development or secured by a
contribution for off-site provision. The CCG preference is to receive a significant
developer contribution (£1.1m) to be used in the relation of the current Southwood
Surgery into new premises.
(xx)

Mineral Implications
The proposed development lies within the mineral and waste consultation area
(MWCA) – Minerals section. This area is informed by the mineral safeguarding area
as defined through Policy 15: Safeguarding – mineral resources of the adopted
Hampshire Minerals and Waste Plan (2013) and indicates where viable, safeguarded
mineral resources are likely to be present.
The purpose of this policy is to protect potentially economically viable mineral
resource deposits from needless and unnecessary sterilisation. The policy seeks to
encourage the recovery, where possible, of potential viable mineral resources prior
to development, this concept is known as prior-extraction.
Prior extraction offers potential opportunities to reuse recovered minerals within
the development itself or upcycle them to nearby aggregate recycling facilities. This in
turn has strong potential to reduce the amount of waste generated through
excavation on site as well as reducing the need for imported construction material.
A large proportion of the proposed development is on an existing site, normally
meaning any mineral resource would have already been sterilised, and therefore have
been removed from the MWCA. However, the redevelopment proposal includes the
removal of the existing structures and affords an opportunity to consider the mineral
resources that may lie under the entire site. Therefore, the County Council as
Mineral Planning Authority is seeking to encourage full consideration of the
opportunities for mineral extraction prior to and as part of the proposed
development. To enable this, the applicant is required to undertake further
exploratory work to be undertaken on site and submitted an assessment about how,
if possible, the use of any minerals present could be maximised. The key issue
however, is not to delay the delivery of new homes on this site.
In the absence of further information on the mineral potential of the area a condition
is attached to secure the minerals safeguarding assessment. The condition securing
the Construction Environmental Management Plan also includes clauses to secure
methods for ensuring the viable recovery of minerals (where practicable) and a
method to record the quantity of recovered minerals.
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(xxi) Draft S106 Heads of Terms DRAFT ONLY AT THIS STAGE - FULL
REPORT TO SUBSEQUENT PLANNING COMMITTEE
The proposed development will give rise to the need for planning obligations, made
necessary by the development. Accordingly, it is proposed for the accompanying
Section 106 Agreement will include contributions towards the following:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Affordable Homes. The percentage, tenure and mix is to be agreed in
accordance with a viability assessment.
Land for Early Years/2.5 Form of Entry Primary School (1.6 hectares) and
either a contribution to Hampshire County Council to build the school or to
a third party, in accordance with the national standards contained in Building
Bulletin 103. The timing of the Early Years and Primary School provision will
be agreed with Hampshire County Council, as Education Authority.
A financial contribution towards off-site secondary school provision the timing
and sum to be agreed with Hampshire County Council, as Education
Authority.
Marketing of land for 12 months for a doctors’ surgery or off-site
contribution,
Provision of on-site open space, including children’s play space. The
maintenance of these areas is to be either by way of a contribution to Hart
District Council or by a Management Company.
A financial contribution towards District Leisure.
A financial contribution Parish Leisure.
Re-provision of SINCs and management plan.
Provision on-site of SANG and either a financial contribution towards the
proposed Bramshot Farm SANG or alternative SANG.
A financial contribution towards Strategic Access Management and Monitoring
(SAMM), to be used to fund monitoring of access, management projects,
wardens, leaflets, signage and educational material.
Provision of a Framework Travel Plan, and separate Travel Plans for the
proposed Phase 1 homes, primary school, workplace and construction traffic.
To be agreed with Hampshire County Council, as Highway Authority, a
financial contribution for off-site highway works.

The following scale of developer contributions have provisionally been agreed:
District Leisure (Community Development)
Parish Leisure (Community Contribution)
Secondary School
Primary School
Transport Contribution
Health
SAMM
Total
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CONCLUSION
In the overall planning balance, the benefits of the development must be weighed with
the adverse effects. One must consider the significant benefit achieved by delivering
the opportunity for a comprehensively planned and well-designed new community on
this brownfield site where the alternative would be to deliver the same number of
units in ad hoc greenfield sites through piecemeal urban extensions tacked on to edge
of the nearby settlements. The site can also mitigate any effect upon the TBHSPA and
protects existing SINC. Significant developer contributions have been secure to
ensure that appropriate education, health, parish & district leisure infrastructure can
be provided. One of the greatest advantages is the critical scale of development
proposed will allow focused and targeted infrastructure investment which would not
otherwise occur if the development were to be split up and distributed elsewhere.
The Government has also made clear its view that delivery of new homes plays an
important role in promoting economic growth. In economic terms, the development
would provide construction jobs and some local investment during its build out.
These jobs and investment would be transitory, and in this regard moderate weight
should be afforded.
There are adverse effects however and these too must be given weight. The scale of
development will inevitably harm the openness of the Strategic Gap at this point but
this must be balanced against the site's past industrial heritage and the far greater
scale of warehouse and distribution development that was allowed in 2009. Within
the site there will be some loss of protected trees but this can be mitigated by
comprehensive planting as shown on the site master plan. There will also be pressure
of sensitive ecological interest beyond the site but appropriate mitigation can be put
in place.
Overall, the development with fulfil the economic, social and environmental rows of
sustainable development set out in the NPPF. Where the presumption in favour of
sustainable development is apparent, permission should be granted unless the
adverse effects of doing so would significantly and a demonstrably outweigh the
benefits. In this case that the benefits of the proposal clearly outweigh any conflict
with saved Local Plan policies, for which only moderate weight can be applied.
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Paper A
MAJOR SITES REPORT
8 NOVEMBER 2017
APPLICATION NO:

17/00471/OUT

LOCATION:

HARTLAND PARK, BRAMSHOT LANE, FLEET,
GU51 2SF

PROPOSAL:

FULL PLANNING APPLICATION FOR THE
DEMOLITION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS AND
STRUCTURES AND SITE CLEARANCE, THE
CONSTRUCTION OF 181 DWELLINGS AND
ROADS, INCLUDING CONNECTION TO
EXISTING ROUNDABOUT AT IVELY ROAD, BIN
STORES, CAR AND CYCLE PARKING, OPEN
SPACE, LANDSCAPING AND ECOLOGICAL
HABITATS, AND ALL OTHER ANCILLARY AND
ENABLING WORKS (PHASE 1).

RECOMMENDATION:
RECOMMEND TO PLANNING COMMITTEE THAT THE DETAILS
SUBMITTED PURSUANT TO PHASE 1 BE AGREED

1. BACKGROUND
In August 2017 Planning Committee resolved that the principle of development and the
scale, mass and quantum of development (i.e. up to 1,500 new homes) on this site was
acceptable. The Planning Committee’s decision was also subject to:
(i) Hampshire County Council withdrawing its holding highway objection;
(ii) Confirmation of the outcome of viability issues associated with the testing of
affordable new home provision; and
(iii) The securing of appropriate SANG provision
In addition, Planning Committee resolved that the details of the Phase 1 development (for
181 dwellings) be referred to Planning (Major Sites) Sub-Committee for detailed
consideration. In referring this application to Planning (Major Sites) Sub-Committee the six
key issues which the Committee was asked to consider were:
a) The design of the properties, that must be to an extremely high standard.
b) Boundary treatments to the site which are key to Phase I.
c) Gardens.
d) Permitted development rights.
e) Parking arrangements and cycle parking.
f) Lighting in Phase I.
It was also resolved that the application is brought back to Planning Committee for final
decision, completion of a planning obligation AND any other matters that may arise
(including the outcome of the Major Sites Sub-Committee meeting) that have not been
previously addressed.
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2. SUMMARY
This report deals only with the internal details of the Phase 1 development (for 181
dwellings). The six key issues which the Committee is being asked to consider are:
a) The design of the properties that must be to an extremely high standard.
b) Boundary treatments to the site which are key to Phase I.
c) Gardens.
d) Permitted development rights.
e) Parking arrangements and cycle parking.
f) Lighting in Phase I.
As agreed by Planning Committee as part of the submitted ‘whole site’ masterplan, the
development is predominantly 3 storey with the majority of houses in Phase 1 over 10m in
height. There are also four storey flatted blocks (A, D and F) within the first phase with a
maximum height of 15m. The apartment block to the north-west corner is sited away from
the western edge to ensure development is limited to three storeys along this boundary.
To avoid overbearing street scenes, wherever three storey houses are located, smaller two
storey houses have been placed on the opposite side of the road. Furthermore, most three
storey houses would overlook streets or open spaces where the increased height helps to
frame the space.
The design quality of the houses and flats proposed is exceptionally good, integrating a
variety of design features and materials which reflect the local area and provide visual
interest. Members undertook a site visit to two comparable sites at Woodhurst Park,
Bracknell and The Hamptons, Worcester Park. The two developments assisted in giving an
indication of comparable design and densities of development.
The first phase of development places a strong emphasis upon design quality which gives
reassurance that the development will be of the highest quality and without appearing
unduly over-bearing. The relationship between individual units is acceptable with adequate
separation to maintain privacy for future occupants of the dwellings.
Beyond the first phase, the application includes a Design Code which sets the standard for
design of the later phases of the development. The design quality of development contained
within the first phase of development sets a positive benchmark for the whole
development.
Overall, the design approach gives confidence that the wider scheme will successfully
integrate 1,500 units without detrimentally impacting upon the wider area.
3. CONSIDERATIONS
Phase 1 lies at the southern end of the site and utilises the southern access via a roundabout
off Ively Road. The broad principles have been set in place during the design evolution of the
site overall masterplan. These were:
· Approach from Ively Road roundabout between existing Pine Trees and across area
of open space;
· Prominent frontage towards development entrance;
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·
·
·
·
·
·

Focal building at end of entrance road to assist way finding and provide prominence
over approach;
‘Arrival’ space in front of focal building consisting of green space and soft planted
area;
Commencement of Linear Park within Phase 1 to extend into Village Centre;
Buildings around Linear Park to provide strong edge and prominence over space;
Incorporation of smaller open space away from main route ;
‘Homezone’ style street with hard landscaping frontage to accommodate parking.

The proposed layout for Phase 1 includes 191 new homes - varying in size from one and
two bedroom apartments, up to five bedroom houses. The layout is attached, and the key
principles of the proposal are outlined below:
· Existing roundabout on Ively Road;
· Entrance causeway across water feature;
· Retained woodland;
· Detached houses;
· Tree-lined avenue and
· Three and four storey apartment buildings around a landscaped square.
MORE DETAILED CONSIDERATIONS
1. HOUSING MIX
The mix of dwellings proposed in Phase 1 provides a good range of house sizes, with a
sizeable proportion of one and two bedroom apartments and three bedrooms houses up to
large family sized five bedroom homes.

Housing Mix Key
1/2 Bed Apartments
3 Bed Houses
4 Bed Houses
5 Bed Houses
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2. MASSING
The maximum height proposed for any buildings in Phase 1 is four storeys, however these
are limited to three apartment blocks that are generally in prominent locations within the
centre of the site. The apartment block in the north-west corner has been moved away
from the western edge to ensure development is limited to three storeys along this
boundary. The design of some of the apartment blocks incorporate mansard roofs,
therefore the top floor is within the roof space of the building. The houses are respectively
all two, two and a half (room in roof) or three storeys in height. To avoid overbearing
street scenes, wherever three storey houses are located, smaller two storey houses have
been placed on the opposite side of the road. Also, the majority of three storey houses are
overlooking wide streets or open spaces where the increased height helps frame the space.
3. CHARACTER AREAS
The arrangement of character areas within Phase 1 reflect the wider site characteristics.
Three of the site wide character areas influence Phase 1 of the development:
Green Routes and Spaces;
Woodland Edge;
Homezones and Mews Streets.
The individual landscape characteristics of the different areas within Phase 1 are:
Entrance Area;
Avenue & Arrival Space;
Local Area of Play;
Linear Park.














The following provide further detail on each of these areas specifically relating to the urban
form and massing of the buildings, their design, and the chosen material palette.
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A. ENTRANCE AREA
Setting & Character
This area provides frontage towards the site entrance off Ively Road. The primary route
from the roundabout on Ively Road crosses a causeway bridge with reflecting ponds either
side aligned by the existing pine trees around the edge of the site. The proposals are for the
built frontage overlooking this space to comprise a small collection of detached houses, with
prominent gables providing an articulated roof line, good levels of fenestration and a ‘soft’
built edge gradually turning from facing the ponds to overlooking the tree lined avenue
extending into the development.

Materials & Details
Materials reflect the local area (red brick) but also include a second brick and alternative
style of building providing a hint of the more formal building character surrounding some of
the internal spaces such as the Linear Park. A key principle is a darker colour with soft
finishes to the edge of the development, with lighter colours and harder finishes within
internal areas, therefore this area will predominantly pick up the style of the former.
B. AVENUE AND ARRIVAL SPACE
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Setting & Character
Leading into the main site from the entrance area, a wide tree-lined avenue is proposed
overlooked by a focal apartment building in front of an ‘arrival space’ where the primary
road turns through Phase 1 towards the Linear Park. This space would feature apartment
buildings on the corners of the roads, with their parking courts hidden from view behind the
buildings to ensure the avenue is dominated by soft landscaping. The buildings have been
designed to turn the corner well and provide active frontage and overlooking to all sides. At
the centre of the junction, is a dominant 4 storey block set back from the road edge with
tree lined open space in front.

Materials & Details
In this area, the materials pick up characteristics proposed for the central areas, such as use
of rusticated render at ground floor and harder materials such as metal railings to balconies
and terraces and around entrances and front boundaries. The main colour would be red as
this space would form an unbroken link with the entrance area where red brick is the main
material. For roofs, it is proposed to introduce mansard roofs, to the taller block at the end
of the entrance avenue.
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C. LOCAL AREA OF PLAY
Setting & Character
Just off the primary route through Phase 1, would be a public square of open space which
links with the arrival space in front of the central apartment Block D. Within this space is
proposed a Local Area of Play, and to ensure this area is well overlooked all properties in
this area would face towards the open space. The buildings are generally two or three
storey terraced or semi-detached houses.

Materials & Details
Buildings in this area would be similar in style to those surrounding the arrival space therefore red brick is the main material with use of rusticated render at ground floor and
slate tile roofs. It is proposed that detailing to balconies, bay windows and around front
doors reflect both the styles used in Phase 1, with elements of metal and metal/timber
composite details.
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D. LINEAR PARK

Setting & Character
The Linear Park is one of the key spaces within the whole Hartland Village development. It
is proposed to construct the park in two stages, with the lower southern half of the park
starting in Phase 1. The proposal is for a wide, tree lined space at a minimum of 50m
between dwellings, which would extend from a large four storey focal block at its southern
end in Phase 1, into the centre of the scheme and the Village Centre. The style of housing in
this area would be dominant, to help frame this wide space effectively, and as such 3 storey
townhouses are proposed along the east and west boundaries.

Materials & Details
Building materials would be of a lighter colour in this area to those used around the edge of
the phase, with a yellow brick and render generally used for the buildings and slate tile
roofs, and to the apartment building, a mansard roof, with a similar architectural to the
apartment block overlooking the arrival square. Detailing around balconies would be metal
frame with the same used for porches with lead clad decorative roofs.
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E. WOODLAND EDGE

Setting & Character
The spaces lining the edge of the development are heavily influenced by the surrounding
woodland, with the tall Pine trees giving a sense of enclosure to the space. It is proposed
that buildings should face towards the woodland edge wherever possible, or have flank walls
with good levels of fenestration, as much of the surrounding woodland will be open for
public use. It is also proposed that the building mass is broken so not to be too dominant
over the spaces, with detached or semidetached houses proposed.

Materials & Details
Materials would be reflective of the soft edge to the site, with use of the darker colour (red
brick) and ‘soft’ materials for external details, such as white painted timber for porch areas
and balconies. Stone heads and cills are proposed to provide cohesiveness with the rest of
Phase 1.
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F. HOMEZONES & MEWS STREETS

Setting & Character
There only a small area of this character within Phase 1 as much of the development in this
area faces the woodland edge or internal spaces. Therefore, this area would be limited to
one street along the northern edge of the phase, and the built form would comprise either
terraced or semi-detached houses. As there would be a large concentration of houses in
this area, the treatment of parking is key. Where on street parking is proposed, to the
fronts of some of the units, to avoid dominating the street with hard landscape, side parking
is proposed to houses on the opposite side of the road. Also used here are rear parking
courts, predominantly to house visitor parking or ‘third’ parking spaces for some of the
houses.

Materials & Details
Materials in this area would be a mixture of the other character areas in this phase. Due to
the concentration of houses along the street, to ensure a varied street scene and to create
interest, the buildings would be mixed between the light and dark colours used elsewhere.
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Detailing would be generally reflective of the woodland edge, as the street has views to the
west onto the woodland.

4. PHASE 1 LANDSCAPE
Concept
Following on from the principles laid out in the design code, Phase 1 would inform a strong
sense of arrival for the development.
The concept developed for Phase 1 has a strong focus on the woodland setting of Hartland
and how the new development can relate to its context. To reinforce this concept a ‘trim
trail’ woodland path would follow through the woodland buffer between the housing and
road, allowing all residents easy access to green space.

To enter the site a causeway would span a large pond surrounded by the existing woodland.
This causeway also serves as the starting point for a shared pedestrian/cycle path which
covers the entire masterplan.
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Once within the site, an avenue of trees would run terminating at an area of high quality
paving known as the ‘entrance square’. Beyond this, a pocket of green space would
accommodate a small play area while to the north sits the linear park, one of the key green
spaces in the development.
5. LANDSCAPE MASTERPLAN
Located within an existing woodland framework, the development benefits from a rich and
established landscape structure. The landscape proposals seek to use the existing mature
trees to frame the new site entrance, with new tree planting reinforcing this strategy.

The existing roundabout is also to be planted, to help soften this junction whilst also
providing a marker for the site entrance. Two ornamental ponds have been created either
side of the entrance causeway, creating a visible route along the principle road into Phase 1.
The street character and public realm treatment would be co-ordinated with the
architecture, looking to compliment the choice of building materials. Paving and tree
planting have been selected to reinforce the hierarchy of roads, making the routes more
legible.
Street trees would be positioned in locations that are viable and managed by a Management
Company. The palette of street trees, communal and private planting has been specified to
ensure that it contributes to the sites ecology, whilst also being disease resistant, drought
tolerant and providing season interest.
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Access to the woodland edge is encouraged and a new network of informal paths would be
created to encourage use of these areas and to create a pedestrian link into the later
phases. Along these routes trim trails are proposed.
Three key public spaces are being proposed for Phase 1, firstly the entrance ponds and
woodland edge walk which would provide immediate visual benefit to the scheme. This area
would include a local area of play and trim trail, set within the existing woodland.
The second space would be a new formal entrance square in front of the main flatted block
at the end of the entrance road. This space although including a road junction has been
designed to give pedestrians priority and create a significant space, with generous planting,
room for street trees and a local area of play.
The third important space is the start of the linear park. This space has been designed so
that it can add immediate value and softness to the surrounding properties. The space
would incorporate a varied landscape, using the woodland context to influence the design.
A. Entrance Design
The landscape proposals have been designed to create a high quality, arrival experience.
The ponds will be a natural feature with sloping landscaped banks planted with aquatic
marginal species. The selection of these species has been co-ordinated with the ecologist
to ensure they provide habitat value. The ponds will include a fountain which would
make the feature aid water circulation. The ponds would be linked via pipes under the
causeway to ensure their water levels are equalized. Surface water from the adjacent
housing would be captured and channelled into the ponds and would form part of the
drainage strategy.

Around the edge of the pond new tree planting is proposed. This planting would be a
combination of native deciduous and coniferous species, looking to replace any which
have had to be removed for the housing. The new trees have also been positioned to
help screen Ively Road and create a natural gateway into the development from the
roundabout.
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B. Roundabout Design
The existing roundabout is to be planted with a mixture of bedding plants, ground cover
and three Dawn Redwoods. The trees have been specified with a 2.5 metre clear stem
ensuring visibility splays for traffic is not obstructed. The trees are tolerant of wet
conditions often found on roundabouts and are deciduous so in winter drop their light
foliage; assisting in visibility from vehicles.
C. Causeway Design
The causeway edge has been designed to ensure that it would not look like a highway
barrier. Effort has gone into creating an edge which is safe, compliant and in keeping with
the development. A series of brick piers with panels of railing would create a high-quality
balustrade. The brick and stone choice will match that used on the buildings within the
development.
D. Woodland Edge
The woodland edge landscape would provide a unique opportunity to embed the new
development into the surrounding context. It would also help to soften the built form of
the new housing whilst also screening the existing road network. The landscape
proposals look to ensure the wooded edge is enhanced, protected and utilized to the
benefit of the residents and wildlife. This is done in the following ways:
New planting of native shrub and scrub adjacent to the road edge to help screen
the road from the development and limit light spill and noise.
To provide new natural footpaths through the woodland edge enhancing
pedestrian access across the site and encouraging residents to travel on foot and
bike.
Trim trails and incidental informal play structures are introduced along the
footpath route encouraging the area to be used by residents of all ages for fitness
and fun.
The Existing vegetation is thinned and evasive species removed, encouraging a
more diverse and ecologically rich woodland.








E. Avenue and Arrival Square
The design and detailing of the landscaping for this area reflects the importance of this
route into the development. The arrival experience sets the tone for the development
and therefore needs to be of the highest quality. This has been achieved in the following
ways:
The creation of a semi mature avenue of trees to flank the principle route into
the site.
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The set back of the housing to allow for a generous route approaching the main
apartment block.
The use of high quality paving to surface the arrival square.
Designing the road in a less traditional way to prioritize pedestrian movements.
The use of hedging and topiary to provide a strong evergreen structure using
layers of shrubs, herbaceous and bedding plants to add colour and seasonal
interest.
The public realm planting is intended to soften the built form.
Formal lawns with drifts of native bulbs add interest to the front of borders.
A local area of play (LAP) is located adjacent to the arrival square. The space is
conveniently central to the Phase 1 and has filtered views from the surrounding
housing.

F. Local Area of Play (LAP)
The play space would contain a range of natural bespoke play features, making use of
natural elements and materials. The features provide a wide range of play experiences
and would be accessible to children of various abilities. The area would be enclosed with
plants and trees to provide additional sensory interest. The play elements would
include:
Timber hide and seek structure for exploration and discovery;
An area of play sand for digging and manipulation of natural elements;
Play boulders and posts for balance and climbing; and
Sensory planting for texture, colour and smells.
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G. Linear Park
This space has been designed so that it can add immediate value and softness to the
surrounding properties. The space would incorporate a varied and interesting landscape,
using the woodland context to influence the design. Along its length and dividing the
park is a footpath leading people through a series of external areas towards the local
centre. Footpaths running east to west help to regulate and break the linear park into a
series of spaces, reflecting natural desire lines.
Groups of native trees would follow the length of the park running across both the
mown and wildflower grass areas. The park would include elements of natural play, such
as boulders, mounds, balancing walls and posts, these elements would be scattered along
the length of the park creating a play trail.
Along the eastern side of the park a swale would collect and filter rain water from the
surrounding hard surfaces. This would be planted and landscaped to provide visual
amenity to the park. In places, the lawn area would have depressions that would
function as an over flow to the SUDS system.
H. Hard Landscape
The material pallete for Phase 1 has been specifically chosen to complement materials
used in the buildings and the colours of the surrounding forest. Key spaces such as the
causeway and entrance square are given a treatment of high quality granite while back
courts and mews streets would have a simpler range of materials.
I. Tree Planting
The tree planting strategy for Phase 1 follows the hierarchy of streets laid out in the
master plan’s design code. The Principal Road through the development is picked out
with a variety of species that emphasise its importance. Areas that adjoin the
surrounding woodland are planted with natural species of pine and birch.
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J. Soft Landscape
To accommodate the various character areas in Phase 1 a series of plant ‘mixes’ have
been created. Each mix contains species suitable to the location and aesthetic intent of
the spaces. Native and drought tolerant species have been used to ensure the planting
on site is tough and conducive to local ecology.
K. Boundary Treatment
The various boundaries between private and public throughout the development have
been designed to ensure that an appropriate amount of privacy and security is
maintained.
Near the entrance lakes wooden post and rail fences would establish a connection to
the woodland edge. Within the interior of Phase1 vertical bar railings would be used to
separate front gardens and, in key spaces, brick walls create a more substantial presence.
The boundaries between residences would be provided with close boarded wooden
fences for the back of the gardens while adjacent divisions would have a similar fence
with a trellis top.
The site is surrounded by woodland which provides a strong landscape screen to the
site. It is acknowledged that the lower western boundary and south-eastern boundary
(to Ively Road) require specific attention. A 20m landscape buffer is retained therefore,
along the south eastern boundary of the site: this has been agreed in consultation with
the Tree Officer. A landscape management strategy will be secured through condition to
ensure the screening of the site is properly considered along with a woodland
management plan with a focus upon managing the key boundary woodland buffers.
6. STREET FURNITURE AND SIGNAGE
The location of street furniture across the site is designed to reflect the type and intensity
of use for each character zone.
Design principles
Areas with high footfall and density of use, for example the community centre, are given a
pallete of furniture. Key spaces within these areas have unique pieces to highlight their
importance and create landmarks for residents. For example, green spaces have wooden
furniture to create a feeling of softness. Spaces which face the woodland edge and the trim
trail have furniture which suits the natural setting, rustic wooden benches and chunky log
pieces
7. LIGHTING
The lighting strategy is designed to follow the same principles as the road hierarchy.
Design principles
Larger and more important roads such as the primary road have a higher Lux value than
smaller roads. Parking courts and mews streets have a lower intensity while recreational
areas are kept at the lowest value.

8. Gardens
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Each house within Phase 1 would have a minimum 10m private garden which, in the case of
the dwellings with back to back relationships, will secure a minimum of 20m separation to
ensure adequate privacy to future occupants.
9. Permitted Development Rights
A condition is necessary removing permitted development rights including the prevention of
the conversion of any garages. This will ensure that the Council retains control over future
alterations to homes within the development.
10. Parking arrangements and cycle parking
Phase 1 would provide a combination of on plot private parking, allocated parking in parking
courts and visitor parking that exceeds the Council’s adopted parking standard (522 spaces
provided on site compared to the required standard of 514). The scheme has been
amended to remove triple tandem parking. Parking spaces to front of the dwellings in Phase
1 have been interspersed with trees and shrubbery to soften the street scene. Most of the
planting scheme will be controlled and maintained by a management company which will
ensure the planting is retained.
11. Crime Prevention & Anti-Social Behaviour
The applicant has met with a Hampshire Secure by Design officer to discuss the proposals
for Phase 1 and the masterplan. Key topics for discussion to ensure crime prevention within
the scheme were car parking, roads/footpaths, lighting, gates/ fences, communal spaces and
layouts of dwellings. Where feasible these comments have been incorporated into the
design of Phase 1 and the overall site masterplan.
National Guidance
The attributes of sustainable communities are identified which are of relevance to crime
prevention within Safer Places: The Planning System and Crime Prevention. These seven
attributes and how the development of the site responds are:
(i) Access and Movement
The development will achieve safer access and movement by ensuring that primary
routes for pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles are direct and lead to where people want to
go, with as little segregation as possible. Where footpaths are required, they are as
straight and wide as possible and overlooked by surrounding buildings.
The movement framework is based upon a pattern of streets and shared spaces,
removing the need for under-used alleyways, short-cuts, footpaths and many minor
access points that can become vulnerable to, or facilitate crime.
(ii) Structure
The development is structured so that different uses do not cause conflict, with
consideration regarding the relationship of the surrounding uses with the proposed new
houses.
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As few as possible sides of the buildings are exposed to the public realm. Active
frontages are provided onto streets and the movement framework focuses people and
vehicles on to well defined routes. Defensible space is provided by private or communal
gardens that can only be accessed from the surrounding buildings. Continuous frontages
also reduce the opportunities for graffiti on blank facades, such as gable ends.
(iii) Surveillance
Spaces are overlooked by buildings or uses, with windows and doors facing onto the
street where possible to create an active frontage with surveillance.
(iv) Ownership
A clear distinction is provided between public, semi-private/communal and private
spaces. This is achieved using appropriate demarcation such as fences walls or hedges.
Careful selection of these demarcations is proposed to achieve the appropriate aesthetic
and feel for an area.
High fences, walls and landscape treatment that actively impede access are most
appropriate in places that are vulnerable to crime, such as the back of dwellings, and
have been provided accordingly. Railings and hedges are used to signify the public/private
divide.
(v) Physical Protection
These security measures can be installed without compromising the quality of the local
environment. The main aim for the development is to plan in security from the outset.
(vi) Activity
The public realm has been designed to be enjoyed by different age groups at the same
time and care has been taken to ensure that the mixed uses are compatible.
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COMMITTEE REPORT
ITEM NUMBER: 103
APPLICATION NO.

17/00471/OUT

LOCATION

Hartland Park Bramshot Lane Fleet Hampshire

PROPOSAL

1. Hybrid Planning Application (part full, part outline) for a
residential-led mixed use redevelopment comprising: 1. Outline
Planning Application with means of access (in part) to be
determined (all other matters reserved for subsequent approval),
for the erection of up to 1,500 dwellings (Use Class C3); a local
centre including residential (Use Class C3 within the up to 1,500
dwellings) and up to 2,655m2 (GEA) of retail, commercial and/or
community floorspace (Use Classes A1 to A5, B1, D1 and D2); a
primary school (Use Class D1); drainage works including balancing
ponds; on and off-site SANG mitigation; creation of landscaping,
open space and ecological habitats; car and cycle parking;
demolition of existing buildings; site clearance; earthworks; site
remediation; provision of utilities infrastructure; off-site highway
works; and all other ancillary and enabling works.
2. Full Planning Application for the erection of 181 dwellings (Use
Class C3); access; drainage works including balancing ponds;
creation of landscaping, open space and ecological habitats; car and
cycle parking; earthworks; demolition of existing buildings; site
remediation; provision of utilities infrastructure; off-site highway
works; and all other ancillary and enabling works.

CONSULTATIONS
EXPIRY

14 August 2017

APPLICATION EXPIRY 11 September 2017
WARD

Fleet East Ward

RECOMMENDATION

That the application be referred to Full Council with a
recommendation that subject to the satisfactory completion
of a S106 planning obligation the Head of Regulatory Services
be authorisation to GRANT planning permission subject to
conditions to be agreed in consultation with the Chairman
and Ward Councillors.



BACKGROUND
The Development Proposals
The development proposed is an Outline planning application with means of access to be determined
(all other matters reserved for subsequent approval), for the demolition of existing buildings and
structures and site clearance, the construction of up to 1,500 dwellings (Use Class C3), a local centre
including retail, commercial, community premises and a primary school (Use Classes A1 to A5, B1, D1
and D2), bin stores, car and cycle parking, open space, landscaping and ecological habitats and suitable
alternative natural greenspace (SANG), site remediation, earthworks and ground modelling, drainage
works including ponds for surface water attenuation, relocation of existing electricity sub-station,
provision of utilities infrastructure, and all other ancillary and enabling works
It includes a full planning application element (Phase 1) for the demolition of existing buildings and
structures and site clearance, the construction of 181 dwellings (Use Class C3) and roads, including
connection to existing roundabout at Ively Road, bin stores, car and cycle parking, open space,
landscaping and ecological habitats, and all other ancillary and enabling works.
August 2017 Planning Committee resolution
The application was initially considered by Planning Committee in August where the principle of
development and the scale, mass and quantum of development (i.e. up to 1,500 new homes) on the site
was agreed. Committee also agreed to refer the details of Phase 1 to Major Sites Sub-Committee for
detailed consideration.
Subject to
(i) Hampshire County Council withdrawing its holding highway objection;
(ii) Confirmation of the outcome of viability issues associated with the testing of affordable new
home provision; and
(iii) The securing of appropriate SANG provision
It was agreed that the application then be brought back to Planning Committee for final decision,
completion of a planning obligation and any other matters that may arise (including the outcome of the
Major Sites Cub-Committee meeting) that have not been previously addressed.
November 2017 Major Site Decision
The Major Sites Sub-Committee met on 8th November and recommended to the Planning Committee
that the full details of phase 1 be APPROVED subject to the following matters being clarified:
a) How the preservation and management of mature trees on the site would be ensured;
b) Confirm details of the surface treatment of the bridge formed part of a proposed planning
condition;
c) Councillors to review materials prior to the discharge of the materials condition;
d) Confirmation on the contractual arrangements between the developer and the Ministry of
Defence in relation to the maintenance of the boundary fence on the Western edge;
e) Consideration of how a condition removing permitted development rights under Class E of the
General Permitted Development Order could allow for the provision of small garden sheds;
f) LAP should be provided prior to the first occupation in Phase 1;
g) Clarification was required over how allocated parking would be identified and the provision of
wider bays for disabled parking; and




h) Confirmation of the wording to control external lighting within the development including
measures to dim luminance in specific areas and to control and restrict security lighting on
buildings.
POLICY AND DETERMINING ISSUES
Planning Committee fully considered the policy context for this development proposal at the August
meeting and resolved that the principle of development was acceptable subject to the outstanding
matters of highways, viability (affordable homes provision) and the provision of SANG being
satisfactorily addressed.
Since the Planning Committee considered the application in August 2016 there have been no significant
changes to the policy context both locally or nationally. There has been one appeal decision relating to
Hart of note (Netherhouse Copse), however as Hartland is a brownfield site, the appeal decision does
not have material effect on this decision.
It was previously highlighted in August that if Planning Committee is minded to approve the
development then it must be referred to Full Council as a departure to the Development Plan. This is
because the site is allocated in the current Local Plan for employment uses (DEV12). Consequently the
proposal to develop the site for residential purposes conflicts with current Local Plan. As was
previously agreed the site is no longer required to meet the employment needs across the Functional
Economic Area (FEA). Nothing in this regard has changed since the August Planning Committee
meeting.
CONSIDERATIONS
In accordance with the August Planning Committee resolution the outstanding matters to be considered
are:
(i) Hampshire County Council withdrawal of its holding strategic highway objection;
(ii) Confirmation of the outcome of viability issues associated with the testing of affordable new
home provision;
(iii) The securing of appropriate SANG provision;
(iv) The recommendations of the Major Sites Sub-Committee; and
(v) Any other relevant matters not previously addressed.
It is not intended in this report to rehearse all of the matters previously considered rather concentrate
only on the outstanding issues.
1) Strategic Highways
Summary
Extensive discussions and modelling works have been undertaken between Hampshire County Council
(the local Highway Authority) and the applicant to demonstrate that the proposals can mitigate its
impact upon the local highway network. On the basis of an agreed package of new works/contributions
totalling £7.17m Hampshire County Council has confirmed that the development would be
appropriately mitigated and therefore it withdraws its holding objection and fully supports the scheme
and recommends approval of the development.





Existing Highway Improvements
Improvements to the south of the site were recently undertaken as part of the consented warehouse/
industrial scheme in the form of a new roundabout to Ively Road (Application 07/03197/MAJOR 1. The
spur of the roundabout will form the southern access way into the development. Other highway
improvements have also been carried out which include a comprehensive reconstruction on the junction
of Summit Avenue with the bottom of Minley Link Road and the construction of an acoustic barrier
along the whole length on the eastern side of the Minley Link Road towards M3 junction 4a.
Additional Package of Highway Improvements
As a part of the current residential development opportunity a further package of highway mitigation
work is proposed. In summary these include footpath/cycle way improvements, a substantial financial
contribution towards public transport or a subsidised shuttle bus and funding for a range of measures to
be delivered over the life-time of the development construction phases once actual traffic flows and
movements can be modelled. The package negotiated by Hampshire County Council includes:
x A new lit footway/cycleway on Norris Hill Road to allow better connectivity between the south
of the development and Fleet and a safe route to the nearest secondary school;
x Contributions towards improvements to the Windy Gap junction;
x The replacement of the roundabout to the northern entrance to the site with a signalised Tjunction (giving priority to Summit Avenue traffic);
x Alterations to the roundabouts at the northerly point of Kennels Lane at the junction with
Bramshot Lane to incorporate a signalised junction to improve traffic flow (giving priority to
Summit Avenue traffic and helping to limit potential “rat-running”);
x The extension of the third lane of the A327 between the roundabout with Fleet Road and the
signalised junction on the northern side of the railway line to reduce congestion during peak
hours leaving Fleet to access junction 4a of the M3.
x A contribution has also been secured towards public transport which will either be used to
subsidise the existing bus route 10 or for the provision of a shuttle bus to Farnborough and Fleet
stations or buses to schools.
x Proportionate contributions towards development related traffic issues within Farnborough
Town centre.
The proposal will therefore have an acceptable impact on the highways. It will comply with the relevant
Development Plan Policy as well as the National Planning Policy Framework.
2) Viability
Competitive return to developers and land owners
The National Planning Policy Framework states that viability should consider “competitive returns to a
willing landowner and willing developer to enable the development to be deliverable.” This return will vary
significantly between projects to reflect the size and risk profile of the development and the risks to the
project.
A competitive return for the land owner is the price at which a reasonable land owner would be willing
to sell their land for the development. The price will need to provide an incentive for the land owner to
sell in comparison with the other options available. Those options may include the current use value of
the land or its value for a realistic alternative use that complies with planning policy.
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Local Plan policy
Local Plan Policy ALT GEN13 recognises that viability is a material consideration in the application of its
target to secure up to 40% affordable homes. It seeks up to 40% of the housing provision to be
affordable housing subject to viability. National planning policy also confirms that where affordable
housing contributions are being sought, planning obligations should not prevent development from going
forward. This means that subject to viability testing, where it is not viable to deliver the fully 40%
affordable housing a lower amount should be agreed.
20% affordable homes
The applicant has submitted a full viability assessment. It demonstrates that the development cannot
deliver the 40% target for affordable homes. Only 20% affordable homes is proposed.
Independent validation of viability
Independent valuation advice has therefore been sought. The independent viability analysis agrees with
the applicant’s assessment - the scheme can viably deliver 20% affordable housing across the site. This
is because the historic uses result in significant abnormal costs including remediation of contaminated
land; it is these abnormal costs that result in the development not being able to provide the full 40%
affordable housing.
Future Viability Review mechanism
It has been suggested by the Council’s viability consultant that due to the long build period
(approximately 15 years) a review mechanism should be included within a S106 Planning Obligation to
enable the viability of the scheme to be retested. Where there is a long build period, there is a
possibility of market changes which may result in increased levels of profit for example due to increased
house prices.
Affordable Housing viability conclusion
The viability of the scheme has been rigorously tested through an open book assessment. It confirms
that unless other developer contributions are foregone, the development cannot deliver greater than
the 20% affordable homes. The proposal therefore complies with the Local Plan Policy ALT GEN13.
3) SANG
Since the previous Planning Committee (August), Officers have carried further work and negotiations on
the standalone SANG application at Kennels Lane (17/01506/FUL). Subject to the planning obligation
being completed in respect of that application, the SANG will form part of the overall SPA mitigation for
the Hartland Park housing application.
However there is a shortfall of 2.1ha of SANGs required to mitigate the needs of this proposed
development. To resolve this shortfall 3.4ha of land on the Northern Boundary of Hartland has been
made available and agreed with Natural England to function as SANG. This will comprise an area of
existing woodland and newly created open grassland and exceeds the 8 ha per 1,000 population by
approximately 5%.
To enhance attractiveness of the additional land to enable it to function as a SANG, a number of
enhancements and long-term management activities are proposed as part of the management plan,
including:
1.
Provision of post and wire fencing (using sheep-wire) at the SANG’s eastern boundary with
Kennels Lane, to ensure that dogs can be safely let off the lead within the SANG;
2.
New planting to be implemented along Kennels Lane and the northern SANG boundary in order
to screen the adjacent road from the SANG;
3.
Provision of 19 space car park within the SANG.
4.
Provision of new visitor amenities, information boards and signs, marked circular walks, picnic
areas and dog bin;




5.
6.
7.
8.

Selective thinning of bracken and understorey on an as-needed basis to enable dog walkers to
maintain eye contact with their dog.
Careful design of the screening between the proposed SANG and Hartland Village to ensure that
the dwellings are screened from within the SANG;
Footpath improvements including the use of raised boardwalks;
Provision of a BMX trail.

This will ensure appropriate mitigation is put in place to protect the Thames Basins Heaths Special
Protection Area (SPA) and to ensure that the proposed development will have no significant effect on
the integrity of the TBHSPA. The proposal therefore complies with the requirements of policy NRM6
of the South East Plan.
4) Major Sites Sub-Committee
The November Planning (Major Sites) Sub-Committee considered the internal details of Phase 1 of the
development which incorporates 181 dwellings. The key issues considered were:
a)
The design of the properties that must be to an extremely high standard.
b)
Boundary treatments to the site which are key to Phase I.
c)
Gardens.
d)
Permitted development rights.
e)
Parking arrangements and cycle parking.
f)
Lighting in Phase I.
The Sub-Committee was content that the design and layout of Phase 1 was of a high quality and subject
to the clarification of 8 points, the Sub-Committee recommended that Phase 1 be approved.
The 8 points which required clarification were:
a)
How the preservation and management of mature trees on the site would be ensured;
b)
Confirm details of the surface treatment of the bridge formed part of a proposed planning
condition;
c)
Councillors to review materials prior to the discharge of the materials condition;
d)
Confirmation on the contractual arrangements between the developer and the Ministry of
Defence in relation to the maintenance of the boundary fence on the Western edge;
e)
Consideration of how a condition removing permitted development rights under Class E of the
General Permitted Development Order could allow for the provision of small garden sheds;
f)
Local Area of Play (LAP) should be provided prior to the first occupation in Phase 1;
g)
Clarification was required over how allocated parking would be identified and the provision of
wider bays for disabled parking;
h)
Confirmation of the wording to control external lighting within the development including
measures to dim luminance in specific areas and to control and restrict security lighting on
buildings.
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Response

a)

The preservation and management of mature trees.
There is a Tree Preservation Order which protects the majority of trees at this site. The
preservation and management of trees within the site is subject to the submission and approval of
a woodland management plan. The submitted Arboricultural Impact Assessment specifies trees for
retention and removal. Trees to be retained will be suitably protected through the implementation
of the Tree Protection Plan and associated Arboricultural Method Statements. Additional tree
planting will be carried out as part of a soft landscaping scheme to enhance existing tree planting
and mitigate for any tree removals.




b)

Details of the surface treatments for Phase 1.
This will be secured by a planning condition. It will require details of all hard and soft landscape
works to be submitted to the Council for approval. This condition not only clarifies the hard
surface treatments but also seeks details of planting reinforcements to improve the boundary
treatment and screening, including specific enhancements along the south west boundary of the
site adjacent to the existing easement clearing which runs parallel to the site boundary.

c)

Confirmation on the contractual arrangements between the developer and the
Ministry of Defence in relation to the maintenance of the boundary fence on the
Western edge.
The contract of sale between the developer and the Ministry of Defence (MoD) requires the
developer to ensure the boundary fence adjoining the MoD land shall be maintained in good and
effective repair and in default. The MoD also reserves the right to carry out works in default to
repair the fence at the developer’s expense should they fail to undertake any identified repairs
within a period of 3 months.

d)

Consideration of how a condition removing permitted development rights under
Class E of the General Permitted Development Order could allow for the provision of
small garden sheds.
The General Permitted Development Order (GDPO) grants planning permission for outbuildings
(it’s wider than “sheds”) subject to various criteria being met; these relate to size, location and
overall use of the outbuilding. It is not possible within the terms of the GDPO to differentiate
between “small” and “large” sheds. Therefore, the recommendation is that all GDPO Class E
permission for outbuildings be removed. This does not mean that outbuildings cannot be erected
– it simply means that they require permission from the Council to enable an assessment first to
be made on the impact upon neighbours etc.

e)

Local Area of Play (LAP) should be provided prior to the first occupation in Phase 1.
Completion of the Local Area of Play in phase 1 will be secured prior to the first occupation by
way of a planning condition.

f)

Clarification was required over how allocated parking would be identified and the
provision of wider bays for disabled parking.
A condition has been proposed which relates to off-road parking provision. The condition
requires that all parking is provided in accordance with the approved plans prior to the occupation
and retained in perpetuity. Additionally a condition will be imposed to require garages to be used
solely for the parking of private motor vehicles and ancillary domestic storage and for no other
purpose.
The applicant has also confirmed that standard parking bays will be allocated to each property with
visitor bays clearly marked. In relation to public parking areas such as those around the village
centre and the school, these relate to later phases and will be dealt with in the appropriate
reserved matters applications.

g)

Confirmation of the wording to control external lighting within the development
including measures to dim luminance in specific areas and to control and restrict
security lighting on buildings
A condition has been proposed to ensure that the construction of any dwelling shall not
commence until details of an external lighting plan and methods to restrict light spill from
dwellings for that Development Phase, have been submitted to, and approved by, the Local
Planning Authority. The lighting scheme is required to comply with the Guidance for the
Reduction of Obtrusive Light criteria "E2" (Institute of Lighting Professionals, GN01:2011).





It is not however, possible to control householder security lighting because this does not amount
to “development” that can be controlled through the planning acts.
PLANNING OBLIGATION
The proposed development will give rise to the need for planning obligations, made necessary by the
development. Accordingly, it is proposed that the accompanying Section 106 Agreement will include the
following:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

Affordable Homes. The percentage, tenure and mix is to be agreed in accordance with a viability
assessment.
Land for Early Years/2.5 Form of Entry Primary School (1.6 hectares) and either a contribution to
Hampshire County Council to build the school or to a third party, in accordance with the national
standards contained in Building Bulletin 103. The timing of the Early Years and Primary School
provision will be agreed with Hampshire County Council, as Education Authority.
A financial contribution towards off-site secondary school provision, the timing and sum to be
agreed with Hampshire County Council as Education Authority.
Marketing of land for 12 months for a doctors’ surgery or off-site contribution,
Provision of on-site open space, including children’s play space. The maintenance of these areas is
to be either by way of a contribution to Hart District Council or by a Management Company.
A financial contribution towards District Leisure.
A financial contribution towards Parish Leisure.
Re-provision of SINCs and management plan.
Provision on-site of SANG and either a financial contribution towards the proposed Bramshot
Farm SANG or alternative SANG.
A financial contribution towards Strategic Access Management and Monitoring (SAMM), to be
used to fund monitoring of access, management projects, wardens, leaflets, signage and educational
material.
Provision of a Framework Travel Plan, and separate Travel Plans for the proposed Phase 1 homes,
primary school, workplace and construction traffic.
To be agreed with Hampshire County Council, as Highway Authority, a financial contribution for
off-site highway works.

The overall financial S106 developer contribution package is £28.27m which can be broken down as
follows:
District Leisure
£2.8m
Parish Leisure
£1.6m
Secondary School
£7.1m
Primary School
£7.6m
Transport Contribution
£7.17m
Health
£1.1M
SAMM
circa £1.0m
Total
£28.37m
£2m of the proposed contribution towards District Leisure will primarily be allocated to mitigate against
the potential impact the development may have on Fleet Pond. Suggested improvements could include
the creation of a cycleway to the North of the Pond which runs parallel with the railway line connecting
with Southwood Lane and Fleet Pond Drive. Surfacing improvements and lighting would encourage
pedestrian and cycle commuters to utilise this route thus reducing the likelihood of additional footfall
around the pond itself.
In terms of the Parish Leisure Contribution this could be used to fund the Harlington redevelopment
opportunity and could also contribute to enhancements to Fleet Cemetery, and the provision/
improvements of allotments and playing pitches.


CONCLUSION
In light of the above, the matters relating to the outstanding issues of highways, viability and SANGs have
all been fully addressed. Consequently the application is now acceptable subject to conditions and the
completion of the planning obligation to secure the required contributions and obligations.
RECOMMENDATION
That the application be referred to Full Council with a recommendation that subject to
the satisfactory completion of a S106 planning obligation the Head of Regulatory Services
be authorisation to GRANT planning permission subject to conditions to be agreed in
consultation with the Chairman and Ward Councillors.



Appendix 3 Issues/impacts highlighted in Appendix I of PSI
SA Report
Issue
Biodiversity

Impact
The MG/W AoS is quite highly constrained, however there is good potential
to avoid/mitigate effects and potentially also deliver targeted enhancements
(e.g. within the Whitewater BOA) through careful masterplanning will be
required. On this basis, significant negative effects are not predicted.

Climate change
mitigation

The scale of the scheme implies good potential to deliver decentralised
renewable or low carbon heat and/or power generation solutions, and also
energy efficiency measures, such that there is a likelihood of relatively low per
capita CO2 emissions from the built environment (e.g. low relative to the Hart
average). In respect of CO2 emissions from transport, there will be a fairly
low level of self-containment/high incidence of off-site trips, however there will
be a high incidence of train travel as well as good opportunities for travel by
bus. The scale of the scheme could also support delivery of electric car
infrastructure, car sharing schemes etc.

Noise pollution

There remains a concern regarding noise pollution, after mitigation, affected
residential properties located between the motorway and railway line.

Gas pipeline

Detailed work has been completed with the outcome conclusion that it will be
possible to reduce or suitably mitigate any risk associated with the presence of
the pipeline.

Pylons

It may well be feasible and viable to run the cables underground; however, this
needs to be confirmed.

Road safety

Two notable issues are A) the narrow railway underpass, to the east of
Winchfield station; and B) question-marks regarding the suitability of the
footpath access to Hook.

Flood risk

Fluvial flood risk constrains the very western extremity (River Whitewater),
and very eastern extremity (River Hart), of the MG/W AoS, however the
constrained areas of land might lend themselves to use as SANG. There are
also numerous surface water flood risk channels, with a higher concentration
in the eastern half of the area, however there would be good potential to avoid
these areas through careful masterplanning and mitigate through
implementation of sustainable drainage systems (SuDS). There may also be an
element of groundwater flood risk, but this is less of an issue in this part of
Hart, reflecting the geology.

Historic
environment

The MG/W AoS is reasonably constrained, however given the size of the AoS,
there will be very good potential to address constraints/avoid impacts to assets,
through careful masterplanning, landscaping and design.

Agricultural land

Detailed information on agricultural land quality is not available, but it seems
likely that the new settlement would lead to significant loss of best and most
versatile agricultural land (and it is worth bearing in mind that even land used
for SANG would probably not be kept in agricultural use although it might
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feasibly be reverted to agricultural use in the future), and hence would lead to
significant negative effects.
Landscape

There is good landscape capacity in the centre of the area, around the railway
station, given urbanising influences (most notably the railway and M3) and
extensive woodland, but that sensitivities increase markedly further to the west
and east. There are also naturally concerns regarding a perception of
settlement coalescence along the A30 corridor; however, there is confidence
that SANG delivery will minimise this risk.

Transport

Numerous issues/impacts are highlighted including:
Polycentric layout - This may prove necessary, given constraints in the form of
the M3 motorway, the railway, woodland, existing housing and land ownership
issues. Moreover, these constraints would act as a barrier to internal
movements.
Winchfield station - Residents would have good access to a rail service, where
peak time services are currently at capacity in the direction of Fleet and
London, but with capacity in the direction of Basingstoke, Winchester,
Southampton and Portsmouth. TFL highlighted (through 2017 Draft Plan
consultation) that “Crossrail 2 would release capacity on rail corridors that are
used by trains to/from Fleet and Hook”.
Strategic road network - The A30 is in proximity, as is Junction 5 of the M3,
and no objections have been raised by Hampshire County Council or Highways
England.
Local traffic - There are inevitably concerns regarding traffic through Hook and
Hartley Wintney (A30) and through Odiham Common SSSI (B3016), which will
require detailed investigation.
Rural roads - Land to the east of the railway station is further from the strategic
road network and associated with a network of notably rural roads. Impacts
on rural roads and nearby villages, including risks of ‘rat-running’ would need
to be considered
Walking / cycling - There is the potential for walking and cycling access to Hook
and Hartley Wintney; however, the Whitewater Valley is a barrier to
movement towards Hook, with the alternative route being along the
A30. There is uncertainty regarding the suitability of the A30 route for
walking/cycling (including for school children).
Bus services - There is currently a limited bus service along the A30, with three
routes offering either one or two services per day between Monday and
Friday. Stagecoach, the main bus operator, supports “sufficient critical mass to
restore bus services within the wider A30 corridor between Basingstoke,
Hook and Fleet, when looked at in combination with demands arising from the
development strategy elsewhere.”

Water

A new settlement would either need to provide its own WwTW, or transfer
wastewater to Fleet via new/improved infrastructure. Neither the
Environment Agency nor Thames Water have raised objections in respect of
water resources, or water quality.
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Appendix 4 New Settlement Evidence Base: Technical
Evidence Studies
Lightwood:
NSTS 1

Transport: Transport Appraisal by Transport Planning Associates (2017)

NSTS 2

Flood Risk/Drainage: Preliminary Drainage Strategy Report by Hydrock (2017)

NSTS 3

Flood Risk/Drainage: Drainage Technical Note by Abley Letchford Partnership
(2018)

NSTS 4

Ecological: Habitat Assessment by Ethos Environmental Planning (2017)

NSTS 5

Archaeological: Archaeology and Built Heritage Statement by Pegasus Group
(2017)

NSTS 6

Archaeological: Archaeological Geophysical Survey Report by Pre-Construct
Geophysics ltd (2017)

NSTS 7

Air Quality: Air Quality Assessment by Air Quality Consultants Ltd (2017)

NSTS 8

Landscape Landscape and Visual Impact Appraisal by Pegasus Group (2017)

NSTS 9

Noise: Noise Propagation Model Results by 24 Acoustics (2017)

NSTS 10 Utilities: Technical Note - Electrical Supply by Abley Letchford Partnership (2018)
NSTS 11 Utilities: Technical Note - Gas Pipelines at Murrell Green: Analysis Report by
Gately Hamer (2017)
NSTS 12 Utilities: Gas Pipe Diversion Feasibility Study by RUSH for Southern Gas
Networks (2018)
NSTS 13 Utilities: Budget cost estimate of costs for the diversion of Southern Gas
Networks Plant by SGN (2018)
NSTS 14 Utilities: Bramshill to Foyle (D946): Second Bite Pipeline Assessment by Health
and Safety Executive (2018)
NSTS 15 Murrell Green / Winchfield: Area of Search for a New Settlement, Feasibility and
Deliverability Document by Pegasus Group (2018)

Gallagher Estates & Barratt Homes:
NSTS 16 Transport: Transport Report by Jubb (2016)
NSTS 17 Transport: Assessment by The Rail Estate Consultancy (2016)
NSTS 18 Flood Risk/Drainage: Flood risk and Drainage Strategy by Wardell Armstrong
(2016)
NSTS 19 Flood Risk/Drainage: Integrated Water Strategy by Wardell Armstrong (2016)
NSTS 20 Ecological: Preliminary Ecology and Arboricultural Assessment by Aspect Ecology
(2015)
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NSTS 21 Ecological: SANG Technical Briefing (2016)
NSTS 22 Heritage: Strategic Heritage Appraisal by Steven Bee Urban Counsel (2015)
NSTS 23 Archaeological: Archaeological Appraisal by CgMS Consulting (2016)
NSTS 24 Air Quality: Preliminary Air Quality Assessment by Peter Brett Associates (2015)
NSTS 25 Landscape and Visual Impact Appraisal: Landscape and Visual Appraisal by Barton
Willmore Landscape (2017)
NSTS 26 Noise: Preliminary Noise Assessment by Peter Brett Associates (2015)
NSTS 27 Sustainability: Technical Note by Barton Willmore Development Economics
(2015)

Joint Studies
NSTS 28 Transport: Technical Note by Jubb (2018)
NSTS 29 Joint Concept Plan
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